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SAKHALIN
CAPTURING GUNS AND AMMU-
NITION FROM RUSSIAN
OcCOANTS.
k. MAY CAUSE PEACE TROUBLE.
The Envoys Agree to Meet Outside
Of Washington Only at Ports-
mouth, N. H.
MURAVIEFF IS TO SAIL 'SOON.
London, July to.,--A dispatch t
the Japanese leg-ation from Tokio an-
nounces that the Japanese force on
-the Ishand of Sakhalin, which it pur-
suing the Russian troops, has cap-
tured four guns and a quantity of
ammunition.
Complete occupation of the island
of Sakhalin by the Japanese is con-
• ceded both in newspaper comment
and in government, circles in St. Pe-
tersburg. ,There is a difference of
opinion. as to the effect it will have
on the negbtiations at Whelington.
some of the irreconcilables declaring
that it makes peace at the present CAPTAINjuncture more difficult thee ever be- -
tore.
46
 
:an Flies Russian Flag.
Ktutenji, Roumania, july to.—Ad-
miral Kruger yesterday afternoon
boarded and took possession of the
Russian battleship Kniaz Poteynkine,
King Charles of Roumania having
sent instructions to the consmander
e. of the Roumanian squadron that the
vessel be delivered to the Russian
glithorities without raising difficub•
ties.
The torpedo boat which accom-
oanied the Kniaz Potemkine, how-
ever, left for Odessa without sur-
rendering, declaring that she bad not
mutinied, but Ant the Kniaz Potem-
t-ie forced her to follow.
ven officers were prireoners on
board the Kniaz Potemkin,. They
were in a pitiable condition irom ill-
treatment. They declen that ebtus-
chenko himself, the I er, ki I ten
officers of the battleatop.
All the papers and books bel
to tk verse were destroyed.
It appears that the decision to sew-
. render the Kniaz Potemkine was
made when it became evident that no
other vessejs would join in the mu-
tiny. The crew of the battleship
seemed to be unaware of the surren-
der of the Georgi Pobiedonosetz and
expected that she was also coining to
Kustenji to capitulate to Roumania.
Admiral Kruger's squadron, whichbeought a crew for the Knisz Potent-
trine, trailed with her for Russia this
evening.
Poetamouth Selected.
-Washington. July to.—Assistant
Secretary Pierce today announced
that the plenipotentiaries of Ramie
and Japan had Agreed upon Ports-
mouth, N. H., ae the meeting place
of the sessions of the peace confer-
ence to be held outside of Washing-
ton. The sessions will be held inthe grivernmentspavy reed at Ports-
mouth, in dye SKr building just ootn-pbeted there.
• • To Sall ijuly ed.
Rome, July to —M Muravieff, who
will act as peace plenipotentiary forRuseia at Washington, will, it islearned from official circles. sail forthe United States July 36 from Cher-bourg on board the North GetmanLloyd steamer Kaiser Wilhelm DerGrosse. M. Muravieff, who is Rus-sia's atribastesdor to Italy, is in StPetersburg.
Objects to China.
, New York, July to.
--Washingtondiepatchee say that Japan wilt notconsent to China's request to be rep-
aveescd at the peace conference, butSo inclined to favor it. It isfled unlikely that china's/will be pervsed by the Wadi-
, n government.
HICIFIWAYMEN HOLD UP
A RURAL MAIL CARRIER
ELKS MEET IN
ANNUAL REUNION.
Delegations From All Parts of the
• Country Pow Into Buffalo.
Buffalo, N. Y., July moo—The nine-
tecish ..r.:11 -11 reunion of the Benevo-
lent sod Protective Order of Elks be-
gan here today. Delegations from all
parts of else country began to pour in
to the city and the expectations for
a large attendance are being realized.
The number of the grand lodge mem-
tors already here establishes a new
record for that body.
It is conceded that there.will be no
opposition to the slated advance of
la&Veyear's officers one notch higher
than the places they are now holding.
There are several cans:tic:hetes in the
held for the two. vacancies on theboard of grand trustees, caused by
the, prospective election of Robert W.
rowel, of Louisville, as grand exalt-
ruler and the expiration of the
m of John D. OtShea, of Lynn,
Meas. These are the only offices to
furnish the semblance of a content.
Grand Treasurer John K. Tenor, of
Charleroi, Pa., said his report to
grand lodge, which would be su
ted Tuezlay, would show the o
to be in splendid financial condition
•
Democrat Sue4;
JOE WOOD FILIKI
SUIT AGAINST NEWS- 71*
DEMOCRAT.
Seeks to Recover $mo,000 Damages
Os Allegation That Paper Re-
ferred to Him as Thug.
Yesterday in the circuit court At-
torney Thoma 4 Crice filed suit
against the Newe-Dernocrat Publish-
ing company in behalf of Captain
Joe Wood, of the police department.
The amount sought for damages is$tn000. The lawyer stated that he
was now drawing up the petition of
Chief James Collins, of the force, to
be filed against that newspaper for a
similar amount.
Captain Wood bases his ground
for action upon the editorials appear-ing in that publication referring to
thins as a than and in other manners,he claims, uttering words (krowaoryto his standing, therefore be seeks to
I
recover damages against the paper
Editor Louis Brownlow, of the
Newe-Dernocrat. filed charges againstthe captain het night before theboard of police commissioners, accus-ing him of conduct unbecoming an
officer. The editor claims that the
captain ejected him from lie policeheadquarters office.
The snit is the result of the editor-ials appearing in that paper in the
warfare it is waging against the po-lice force which the articles state,do not enforce the laws.
The Federal Authorities Nave Been
Notified of the Act.
Ky, July to.—RollalankensIvip, the carrier on ruralute No. 2, between Blatedville and
'icktiffe, waft held up and robbed byighwaymen today about eight miles--tom this city. The robbers relieve
-4im of thirty dollars in cash, a fined ring end several dollars' worthf stamps. The federal authoritieseve -Seen notified.e
EUROPE SUFFERING
FROM HOT WEATHER..
Many Deaths From Sunstroke In In-
terior Italy Reported.
'New York, July to.—Teleg*ramsfrom prefects of provinces to theItalian Minister of the Interior an-
nounce a great number of fatalitiesdue to the heat, according to a Romedispatch. In the province of Ates-
eandria, Piedmont, there were sixty-
eight cases of sunstroke and twelvedeaths. At Palerma, in Sicily, twen-ty-eight sunstroke, and five deathnAt 'Messina twelve sunstroicen andfive deaths. At Messina twleve sun-
strokes and two deaths and at Beti,eight s'unstrokes and two deaths.A Berlin dispatch states:
The record
-breaking it is para-lyzing all branchet of trade. Theschools are all closed, and 200,000persons left the city for cool sone-neer resorts.
DAMAGE DONE BY STORM.
Crops Destroyed in Northwestern End
of Montgomery.
Mt. Sterling, Ky., Jt14 TO.—Rainaccompanied by heavy hai! causedmuch damage in the northwestern endof Montgomery county and in Bathand Bourbon countith. The hailstorm covered several eniles in lengthand was a depth of several inches'.One hundred and fifty acres of tobac-co belonging to Allie Jones and Oth-ers were tuned, while corn fields werebeaten to pieces like leaves. The losswill reach thoustiondli of dollars.
Alabama (+Muhl jeans have alreadybeg-tin to talk of Itorit for president.What is the matter with Taft? Doesthe party know who Mr. Rrisseveltis grooming for Ms successor?
Charges Filed
EDITOR LOUIS BROWNLOW
FILED CHARGES AGAINST
• POLICE CAPTAIN.
The Police Commissioners Set This
Evening as Time for Hearing
Proceeding.
•
Last evening at the meeting of the
police and fire commissioners Editor
Louis BTOW1110W, of the News-Dem-
ocrat, filed charges against Captain
Joe Wood, of the police court, charg-
ing hi& with condu.ct unbecoming an
officer. In 'his allegations the Dewy-
paper man recounts the circumstances
connected with his ejection from the
olleedquarters office at the City
een nights since when he went
'see about his reporters not
• rowed to interview Henry
Vaughan, the negro arrested on the
gc o ribbing, guests of The Pai-
ne diamond pins, etc. The
captain ew nothing about the case,
and refused to let the News-Demo-
crat eeportere interview the prisonerberehee der detectives were yet work-Mg thif case.
' After tlie charges were lodged a
motion wIis made by CommissionerMann Cloak to table same, but this
was protated againet, and he with-drew sear, as Chief Jame, Collins
and ellair Yeiser wanted the mat-ter fully heard and sifted to the bot-tom.
The commissioners then set this
evening at 8 o'clock as the time.
 forhearing the charges at the genet-alassembly chamber in the city haltThe commiesioners last eveninghad hid before them the propositionto let the member, of the fire de-partment have one day off everynine days instead of every elevendays, as at present. The matter wasnot acted on, but left open until thenext inmatey meeting of the boaed.At present every eleven days a sta-tionman can get a day off, but theywant that privilege every bins days.Chief Woode last night explained tothe board that if the nine
-day sched-ule was inauguetted it would neces-State two more extra men beingput on to fill the places of those get-ting off.
Concessions .
di I NM I • I = I I I •
LABOR DAY COMIIIITTEE WILL
LET OUT ONLY THE
MINOR ONES.
Hattiy Itillarbrook Chosen Treasurer
of The Executive Committee
In Charge of Celebration.
Race of Giants
BELIEVED TO HAVE ONCE
LIVED IN THIS
COUNTY.
Sunday afternoon at the meting
of the Labor Day committee of the
Central Labor body, the members
decided not to sell any of the refresh-
ment privileges to outsiders Labor
Day, but to dispose only of those
like the ring and cane racks, baby-
racks, etc. The lunch and other
stands will be run by the committee
and the entire proceeds placed in the
treasury of the Central Labor body.
Prof William Deal has' been "elect-
ed as store clerk to keep an accout'it
of alto the article, used at the differ-
ent stands
Mir. Claude Tohnson, of the labor
paper, was elected chairman of thefinance committee to have charge of
all the money matters for the cele-bration.
,Henry Ellerbroot, who is
c ‘rarshal of the big parade for
Day, has been elected trey/-
mei:4f the executive committee. Lastyds,- the regular treastnet of CentralLabor Ibed, acted as treasurer of theLabor De.' committee. 'but this Yearit will be different, and one not treas-
urer of the Central body will be putin that position for the committee.
The executive body has decided toinvite all the !smeller towns aroundhere to come and join in the cele-bration. They will not ask Cairo
and the big towns to come offitiallyand join in because next year or in
wink years to come the outsideplace, may want Paducah to come'down officially, and this Could not becenveriently clone because the La-bor Day is a regular yearly affair,established here for a long time
'beck, and the promoters cannot af-ford to mini an affair to go outside.Editor Claude Johnson of the T-abcieJournal has been made chairman ofthe invitation conmittee also.
The stereo/ annual meeting of theKentucky county attorneys convenestoday set Crab Orchard- Spangle
!' • Or_
Evidence of the Fact Reported Dis-
covered in Metcalf County, This
State.
Barbourville, Ky., July to.—Resi-
dents of the Silver. Ridge section of
Metcalfe county are greatly excited
over the discovery of on immense cav
ern, which, upon being explored, was
found to contain bone, of prehistoric
animals and gave evidsnoes of 'having
once been inhabited hy a race of
giants.
According tei the details of the story
as received here, the cave was discov-
ered by Henry Mkcnarland while
looking over his farm, just after the
violent electrical storm. He noticed
a sense tulip tree overhanging a prec-
ipice, had been uprooted, and a land-
slide had occurred. A closer examine
eon was made and an opening was
found in the earth. Summoning a
neighbor, together theY entered the
cavern, and a few feet brought them
tc an immense opening, twenty feet
across, which grew -in,height as they
proceeded farther. About twenty
yards back the torches carried by the
men revealed a human skeleton, and
a few feet away the bones of an im-
mix-rise animal were discovered. The
skeleton of the man measured eight
fed in beighth, arid the animal wasjudged to have been five times the
size of a horse. Further investiga-
'time were cut short by the appear-
anse of a huge snake, which showed
such signs of hostility that a harty
retreat was beaten.
The next day about fifty neighbors
were $dtered, and only five mustered
enough courage to enter. About moo
nerds flown the entrance a strand of
litinghlig rock was found, of all lengths
and sizes, which, upon being struck,
gave out a very harmeeioue sound.
M'Or=les were found, and immenee
qua of lebeile, brilliantty-toned
rocks and other formations revealed.
The exploring party failed to discover
an end of the cavern and another SAKI
more thorough investigation is to be
made.
It is the opinion of the resident, of
that loallity that this cave is similar
to those which exist through Edmon-
eon county and we caused by under-
ground Armco.
AN AERONAUT IS A HERO.
Risks His Life to Save a Woman at
Lynn, Mass.
Lynn, Mass., July ea.—With a
s'raight drop of 0000 feet to what
seemed oert-ain death, William Can-
field, a Boston akeronaught, leaped
from his balloon over Lynn common
in order to save Mrs. Camile Stafford,
a women aeronaut, who ascended
with him. She escaped uolturt. He
al, badly injured by striking the side'
of a house ashit parachute swung in
the strong wind.' Five thousand per-
sons witnessed the startling descent.
FIRE STARTED BY LIGHTNING
Property Valued at About $6o,00o Is
Destroyed at Sweetwater.
Knoxville, Tenn., July too-Light-
ning struck the grocery store of 0.
E. Porter at Sweetwater, Tenn., a
small town on the Southern railway,
twelve miles weet of Knoxville, yes-
terday, and before the fire had been
extinguished it lied burned one block
of business houses on the main street
and destroyed three stores in the sec
end block. The total damage will be
close to tkes000, with insurance of
Ses,coo.
Blown Up
THREE SALOONS ARE WRECK-
ED Ig IOLA, KANSAS,
Dynamite Usea, and Some Temper-
ance Reformers Are Sus-
pected of Crime.
kiln; Kan.. July to.—Three sa-
loons in West street, in the heart of
the business section of Iola, were
completely wrecked by dynamite to-
day. Much damage was done to
other property in the vicinity, and
the lose is estimated at $toncoo. J.
B. Thorpe, the owner of one of the
saloons, was injured, but not se-
. efts emplicbed;
apparently, by some temperance re-
former. No arrests have been made.
There were two distinct explosions,
each of terrific farce. Besides de-
molishing the three saloons, the ex-
plosions damaged a shoe store, two
drug stores; and shattered dozens) of
plate glass windows in the business
section. The explosions were heard
in Humboldt, nine miles distant.
The mayor has offered a reward
Autotnobilists ,f or the mtiniscreg oafntt,heand cacitylled a9Pcouncilteo-
consider the situation.
There hes been much agitation in
Iota ireecntly to close the saloons,
which have run openly in violation of
the prohibition law, and Gov. Hoch
has been appealed to to aid in close
in el places.
THE PADUCAH AUTOMOBILE
CLUB MET LAST EVE-
NING.
Committee Selected to Arrange for
Run to Be Made Next Sunday
if Weather Permits.
Last evening at the meeting of the
Paducah Automobile club at the Com-
mercial club headquarters on South
Fourth street between Broadway and
Kentucky avenue, the election of of-
ficers was held with the re-suit that
the following were chosen: Ben Wkeil-
le, prevrident; Finis Lack, vice presi-
dent, and Henry Arenz secretary and
treasurer. Mr. Samuel Foreman was
elected chief chaffeur by acclansetion.
The newly elected officens were in-
structed by the balance of the mem-
bers to compile some bylaws, rules
and regulations for the government
of the body, same to be brought in
when completed.
President Weille selected a corn-
mittee.of Finis Lack, Dan Fitzpatrick
and Henry A. Peteer to arrange for
the run to be made by the club next
Sunday to Murray, Mayfield, Fulton
and other surrounding cities. Mr.
Lack is chairman of the committee
and they will outline a pice trip, the
machine owners intendillse to leave
'here early in the mornitig said make
;the circuit in time to g back late
that evening. The ma 9 Will be
numbered r, a, 3 and so with Mr.
Lack leading, Mr. Fit ick next,
Petter third. etc.
The machine owners postpone
the trip if the weather is 'rot-able
and threatening. Some them in-
tended to' melee a sgb st Sundaybut the weather pre• it.
NEW STEAMER L NCHED.Knoxville, Tenn., Jul to.—The new
steamer Milner, built I&ndurtwnect byH. C. Milnor, a rivermao of this city,has been launched a • will he slut in-to the yervice on the
and below this city.
draught craft, and it i
will do a good bus
ennessee above
It is a light-
thought that it
•
BIG BO.UND UPWARD
TAKEN BY COTTON.
• --
4Nee.v Orleans, July to.—With prices
bounding upward, there was an ex-
cited opening of the cotton market
here today, the quotations going
beyond tic for the active positions.
Immediately after the opening the
advance ran as high as 66 points,
October wiling at teeec.
Various cause's contributed to the
advance, the chief factor, however,
being exceedingly bullish weather
reports. Heavy rains and floods were
reported from sections of the cotton
belt. There was also a belief in the
minds of brokers that if the results
of the investigations of the scandalin the Bureau of Statistics of the
government indicated anything, it was
that the. bad state of the crop hadbeen concealed.
POWERS IS
DELIVERED
BY THE STATE AUTHORITIES
TO THE FEDERAL
AUTHORITIES,
PER COCHRANE'S DECISION.
There Was No Conflict Between the
Controlling Authorities, as Was
Thought Probable.
ACCUSED TAKEN TO NEWPORT
PERFORMANCE WENT WRONG.
New York, July To ----Five men
have been seriously burned during afire-fighting performance at ConeyIsland and were taken to hospitals.
Flames, instead of pouring out of a
window at which the men were sta-
tioned, were driven back by a "backdraft” into their faces. They wereburned about the face and body andinhaled the flame's. Before ladders
could be raised the men leaped tothe ground, a distance of thirty-fivefeet. Some of them are believed tobe fatally injured.
•
Georgetown, Ky., July
Powers was today delivered by the
state authorities to the federal au-
thorities as per the late decision of
Judge Cochrane, of the United States
courts of Kentucky. There was not
the least appeartance of any centlictbetween the two authkorities, as imag-ined there would le by some arid pre-
dicted by other,.
When the special court called to
'Ty Powers convened today the or-ders of the federal court as made by
J udge Cochran were read and Com-
nionwealth's Attorney Franklin then
mooed that the case be continued un-
til a decisriort is rendered by the sn-
ore-me court, to which the case has
leen appealed by the state. This was
ranted, and when United Spates Mar
the! Sharp arrived Powers was turned
over to him and he was taken to the
Newport jail this afternoon at 3:30
o'clock.
In anticipation of soine senstnional
actios by the coast or development
in the case there was present a large
number of spectators. On these the
action of the court fell somewhat with
a dull thud_ Maley, too, were about
when Marshall Sharp took the siorne-
what noted prisoner hens jail to the
train for transportation to Newport.
V•)Willikiew—^4iLAST7
Much Comment Made Over 'Judge
Cochran's Decision.
Washington, July to.—The action
oi Fades-at Judge A. M. Cochran in,
taking jurisdiction of the case of Cal-
eb Powers has created stench com-
ment here. The officials of the depart
meat of justice are partictslorly inter-
ested and there Judge C,octwan's de-
cision has been dissected and debated
over and over. The officials at the of-
fice of the clerk of the supreme court
also find the decision a subject of en-
tertaining speculation
The ckcision suturally attracts corn
most, becetioe it is new and unique.
As far as the efeciate et lite office of
supreme outlet ciVeic can redallealtere
has never been a skinnier case, at least
none ever has reached die supreme
court.
roe comment of the Eastern press
generally upholds Judge Cochran. The
Washington Times fairly refiens the
sentiment in the Blast 14142 it IPAea
BIG FIRE AT OWENSBORO.Owenekboro. Ky., July to—Fire
which broke out at an early hourSunday morning caused considerabledamage to the Owensboro Wagon
company's plant here. A portion ofthe main shoR, the blacksmith andthe paint isle* were burned, causinga toes of nearly Ilio,000 with insur-ance of $42,000 The secretary andgeneral mtnager of the company
ear+ there will be little or no delay,in filling all the ortkre.
a.
editorially
"Anger at the delay of the itourts,
and indignation at the escape of many
criminals from punishment' abundant-
ly earned is arousing the United
States to an extreme tisitchfulness of
its criminal conrte. Galeb Powers, if
guilty, must be made to suffer for his
crime an inexorably as any other crim
inal. But if he h. innocent, it is snore
important that he should be set free
and the state make such restitution
to him for the torture of these past
five years as he, in its power than
that moo other men, all guilty, should
be brought to justice. No nation is
ever so powerful that it can dieregard
the right of its meanest citizen to jus-
tice.*
• .
SUFFOCATED IN A FIRE.
•••••••11111.
•
Nem York, July to.—One man
kill wo persons are mbsing and
sev s others narrowly -'escaped
ires ( by suffocation early today in a
fire in East Forty-fourth street. The
nian who was killed was Arthur
Neely. He leaped from the fourth
Anne of one of the two buildings
whieh were on fire, landing on the
sidewalk on his head, and he died on
the way to a hospital. Two persons
were seen at front windows of one
of the limiting buildings, sod it is be-
lieved their bodies are in the ruins.
MAY DISCONTINUE
. ENTIRE SERVICE.
Washington. July to—The diecov•
ay of the leakage icily& cotton qa-
ties 1. the Agricultur6T Department
may, le is said, result ih the entire
ehandonment of the collection of cot-
ton *Litigate by the government,
whirl now costs $250,000 a year.
.44ebit
4460
•••••••
•
•
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THE REGIST I? .Coil Holdings.Since 139'e the product of 'the
world's gold mines has amouoted Cc)
dent' connected with the 'removal
the naval hero "e body is calcu!
bind tbe,two nations in deep
I. •
.1=•11•
Home Destroyed
HON. JOHN MOORE LOST FUR-
NITURE AND A FINE
LIBRARY.
Has Bought Another Home and
Was Here Yesterday Buying
New Furnishings.
-Hon. John W. Moore, drairrnan of
the Democratic committee of Bal-
lard county, and one of the leading
politicians in this end of the state,
was in the city yesterday buying him
new household furniture tostake the
place of that burned by fire about
ten days since, when his, home was
destroyed at LaCenter.
'Mr. Moore was in Louisville at
that time, while his wife and family
were at home. About 1 o'clock in the
morning the place ignited from a de-
fective flue and was so far advanced
iwkien discovered that the family had
tinly time to flee for their lives, and
no moments to spaii in which to try
and save things. As a result the en-
tire household furniture and effects
were destroyed, including a $2,50o
school and law library that was one
rf the best in the state. Nis. Moore
did not have a dollars' worth of in-
surance.
He had just sold his me place
real was Living in the r idence of
Mr. George Bishop, who y ths fire
lost the $1,200 house on which he
had only $Soo insurance. Mr. Moore
has now bought him another home
and is here buying his furniture and
goods kw same.
safr. Moore is one of the probable
candidates for state senates- from
this district and stated yesterday that
be was preparing to make his an-
hotmcernent for the position.
Jailer Charges
POSTPONEMENT SUGGESTED
UNTIL RETURN OF ALDER-
MAN KRAUS.
If Evitts Is Impeached It Falls to
Mayor to Choose His Suc-
cessor.
It is more ehan probable that Fri-
day evening the charges against City
Jailer Thomas Evitts will be contin-
ued for a few days if tall the alder-
men are not presents In fact one al-
wk-ing a motion,
t ittlfty
investigation o flTS
unsaid:04y. Alderman WM. KMASS is
visiting in Baltimore and it is not
known when he will get back, but if
not by Friday it will be asked that the
Cage go over to every member of the
board can be In attendance and hear
the proceeding.
The copy of the charges and notifi-
cation as to •the time of trial have
been served upon the city jailer in Or-
so be could get his defense pre-
pared, the charter prescribing that
these copies and notice, eball be furn
ished him. The witnesses in the pro-
ceeding has- all also been ordered to
appear at the time vet and give their
testimony.
Hon. Hai Corbett will be the main
attkirnea in the prosecution. be having
betti employed by Patrolman Samuel
illeadles, whiten the ja4er is charged
with having assanIted.
Mayor Yeiser stated yeeterdey that
'if be jailer was impeached and lost
Isis official position, it fell on the may-
or to selects his successor to serve un-
til the next November regular elec-t/train. 1111tO at the August arst city
democratic primary the democratic
nominee for jailer would be chosen
and run against the republican can-
didate in the regular Novensber elec-
tion. Whoever would be chosen
would take their' seat the day after
election, and not have to wait until
the first of next year. If this is the
termination of the charges the succes-
sor elected by the people fills out the
unexpired portion of Jailer Evitts'
term.
2501. Fare for the round trip $2.00.
No baggage veill be checked on these
tickets, ,and they4will only be good
going and returning on special train.
j. T. Donovan, Agent, Paducah, Ky.,
C-. C. Vi'arfield, TA., Union, Depot.
WILL PAINT THE
NORTH POLE RED.
'New York, July io.—"And if you
-ind the North Pole, what will you
do with it?" asked Gen. Grant of
Co nth-tarsier Peary on board the
Roosevelt on her way down the bay
on Thursday afternoon.
The b-ratlized face of the Arctic ex-
plorer.puekered itself into a mass of
wrinkles and his keen blue eyes
flashed a 'merry smile before he re-
plied:
"I have a barrel of red paint ready
to decorate it."
IN MIL FOR SMOKING
CIGARETTE IN INDIANA
Evansville Excursion.
The excursioh to Evansville will
leave Paducah Union depot at 9:15
a. m.,. Sunday, July Toth, and return-
ing will leave Evansville at 6 p. m.,
Monday, July 17th; round trip $1.5o.
Tickets good only on excursion
train in both directions. J. T. Dono-
van, Agent, Paducah, Ky., G. C. War-
field, T. A, Union Depot.
Supervisors.
—. • ...so,
ENTERED INTO THEIR SPEC-
IAL SESSION YESTERDAY
MORNING.
This Morning at to O'clock They
Hear Representatives of the Na-
tional Banks.
frit.$04#401-04tiliitif totrifiiditilliririt# •
. and such other judgment a; the
court may hereinafter make; provid-
ed, however, that no -Original bid will
• be accepted at said sale for lees than
By UNITED FrATES SPECIAL $75,00000 and unless the purchaser
!shall, when the property is struck
COMMISSIONER. !down to him, at once pay and delieer
;to said commissioner on account of
hi putiohase, the sum of $5,000.00 in
In the District Court of the United ta certified check, payable to John R.
States for the Western District Puryear, clerk of staid court. And the
remlainder of said purchase money
Of Kentucky. shall, within twenty days front the
confirmation of said sale, or such
People's Bank Wilkesbarre, pa., further 
five as the court may allow
on application of the purchaser • for
Trusviser, 'Coneplainant, good cause eticrwn, complete the-pay-
PeoPle's Independent Telephone 
ment of the entire amount of the pue-
Complany, Defendant. chase money. Said special 
commis-
Notice-is hereby given that pursu._ 
sioner then make, execute and
ant to and by virtue of a decree 
deliver to said purchaser or porchas-in
the above entitled cause, by the above
ors 
a deed to said properties as in
entitled court, Hon. Walter Evans, 
i sld decree provided, the plaintiff
Judge, dited July 3,-1905, I. the un-
and the People's Independent Tele-
rhone company to execute and achy-
dersigned, Special Commissioner, r, u. noes the,, direction of the said
will sell at public auction to the high- , cral commissioner, the 
t and best bidder, upon the tce-o.tet 
ia9pe
rms
nces executed by them respectiveby,
convey-
hereinafter stated, at the county h way of confirmation and for the
house door, in McCracken county,:1713i'eurance of title to the purchaser or
purchasers his, its or their assigns,
of all and singular, the mortgage
property and premises and every part
and parcel thereof, of every kind
and description and wherever situat-
ed, .heerby directed to be sold by
said commissionee; and a lien will be
retained in said deeds to further se-
cure the payment of the unpaid pur-
chase price.
In witness whereof I hereunto' sign
my ,hand this the 8th dey of July,
1905. EM'MIET W. BAGIBY,
Special Conunissiofier
CAMPBELL & CAMPBEELL,
Solicitors for Complainant.
Yesterdia morning Messrs. Eh G.
Boone. R. Edward Ashbrook and J.
V. Grief convened their sitting as su-
pervisors for the city and will be in
scssion a day or two at the office of
City Assessor Stewart Dick hearing
the complaints of property owners of
this city who obarige that they have
been either erroneously assessed or
doubly aseeesed on their holdings, for
city nia purposes. Yesterday a num-
ber of the protest) were taken up and
heard and some changes ordered by
the supervisors where mistakes were
found.
This morning at to o'clock has been
eet as the time for the supervisors to
hear the -representatives of the na-
tional balike here in this city. These
banks Oeiing business under protec-
tionsof the federal government have
net/been assessed on all their person-
alty this year and the supervisors
have been ordered by the municipal
authorities to take up this question
and fix a valuation upon this branch
oi the taxable property belonging to
the financial institutions.
The startle tanks gave in their as-
s e cement While the c ttpervi eons fix
that for the national institutions. Af-
ter beering the bankers this morning
the board will come some conclu-
sion in the matter.
'tails Ordered
STREET CAR COMPANY OR
DERED RAILS FOR NEW
WORK.
Lafayette, Ind.. July of—Edward
IIS-ronel, traveling salesman for a
patent medicine company, who, hav-
ing been co•nvicted of emoking cig-
arettes, is serving a vetitence of 29
days in default of payment of a fine
of $25 and costs, assessed by Judge
Foster at Otterbein, will in all prek-
ability be compelled to serve the en-
tire sentence.
JAPANESE BUYING
KENTUCKY HORSES.
'Lexington, Ky., July to—B. Hio-
Fawn and T. Hayashi, representatives
of the J anese government, have
purchased c high-bred stallions to
be sent to the yal stud. Threi are
tboronghfirede et two are register-
ed trottere The consideration in
each Case is private.,
Excursion to
on Sunday, July 23rd, Illinois
Central railroad will ruin acap ex-
email-in to Louisville, leavi Padu-
cah At 9:15 a. m, and returning eave
Lottieville at 4 p. m, Tuesday, uty
•
On Kentucky Avenue From Third to
Fourth and on Sixth From
Kentucky to Jefferson..
lesterday thesareet railway com-
pany ordered the new rails to be
used on Kentucky avenue from Third
to Fourth street, and also on Stath
from Kentucky avenue to Jefferson
street, when the reconstruction work
starts under the public contracts re-
cently let to the Southern Bitulithic
company, of Nashville, Tenn.
The new rails for Third street
from the avenue to Broad are al-
ready here and being rapidly put
down as the reconstruction of that
thonotiglefare goes forward. As the
different public streets of the city
are being improved the car company
is required to put down huge rails seventy-two feet to Fifth street,
of great durability, so they will not thence with the line of Fifth street
have. to tear up the track for many thirty-one feet to the beginning point,
years for the purpose of putting in together with all the rights. title and
appurtenances thereunto belonging or
in any way appertaining. Being the
sense property conveyed to it by J.
W. Campbell and Jaffrey Campbell.
by deed dated the. 4th day of July,
recia, and duly acknowledged and de-
livered to the defendiant company on
the 17th day of Juts, 1902, and re-
corded on the 28th day of Jul', 1902,
in MeGracken county court Clerk's
office.
The terms and conditions of this
gale are as follows, that is to soy:
Said sale to be conducted and
made acoording to the rules and
practice of and 'subject to Confirm
-lion by Oki collet, and to satisfy the
alms
-mints due and to becrnne due as in
said decree prtnided for amouptingto $252,625.0  with interest from the
"4 day of julY\1905. *4 5 Per cent.
or purchasers may
making payment of
6e arty Of the out-
-dee coupon P,
Notice of Sale
••••••••`...
state of Kentucky, in the city of Pa-
ducah, at noon on the lath day of
thecofiurrstt,
as an entirety and as one property,
r 
'tame 
ke n 
being 
 county
dAattygugust, 
the
e 5 ?.m, Cc
and not 'in separate parcels, all and
singular the property of the defend-
ant, said People's Independent Tete-
Phone company, hereinafter more
specifically described and all the right,
title, interest and equity of redemp-
tion of said People's Independent
Telephone Co., in and to said. peop-
erty, described as follows, town:
Being all the property, real and
personab, and wheresoever situated,
of said People's Independent Tele-
phone Oa., being party of the first
part, whether , in possession, remain-
diet, or reversion, or in action, and
now owned or. hereafter to be ac-
quired, all the telephones, telephone
lines, telephone exchanges and sys-
tems, now belonging to or hereafter
to be acquired by said Telephone
company under its present or any
future corporate powers; all fran-
chises, granted by the city of Padu-
cah, Ky., privileges, rights ease-
ments, licenses, poles, wires, conduits,
cables, batteries, switchboards, appa-
ratus, appliances, tools, implements,
material, supplies, office furnituri
and fixtures now owned or hereaf-
ter to be acquired by said telephone
company; all other machinery equip-
ment to and chattel property of every
kind and nature, used in connection
with its telephone exchanges and
systerne and now owned or hereafter
to be acquired by said telephone
company, and all it tolls, rents, in-
come, chows in action, claims and
demands of every kind and des-crip-
tion, now owned by it or hereafter to
be acquired; and including not only
all its property and rights of every
kind in the city of Paducah, county
of McCracken, in the state 91 Ken-
tucicy, but all its propert right and
rights., real, personal and mixed, tan-
gible and intangible, wheresoever
situated, now owned or hereafter to
be acquired.
Also the. property known as the
Alexander system of telephones, same
being knee exchanges and pole, in
the countiee of Crittenden, Union,
Webster, Lyon and Livingston, in the
Mate of Kentucky; and siso the fol-
lowing extensions of lines, from the
city of Paducah to the Marshall coun-
ty line in Kentucky, and to Lone
Oak in MIcCracken county and to
Stnithland in Livingston county,
Kentucky, including strbmarine ca-
ble acmes Tennessee river.
Also the following described real
estate with improvements thereon,
situated in Paelocah, Ky., on the East
side of South Pifth street between
Broadway and Kentucky avenue, for-
inhrly Court street, described as fol-
lows,-
Beginning at a point in the East
line of Fifth street, one hundred and
seventy-three feet and three inches
(173 ft. 3 in.) from the Southeast
corner of Fifth and Broadway streets,
running thence at right angles from
Fifth street and towards Fourth
street, pne 'him-deed and seventy-two
feet, thence southwardly towards
Court street, and at a right angle,
thirty-one feet to the division line or
fence between said lot and the lot ne-
cupied by the public school, building;
thence along said line and in a west-
wardly direction one 
-hundred and
new mite. The company runs a lit-
tle connecting belt track from Fourth
to Third on Kentucky avenue, and
will put down new tracks when the
brick street is laid, while similar
character of rails go down on Sixth
from the avenue to Jefferson, where
bitulithic is- to be laid.
The car company has not yet re-
ceived She sixteen new electric mo-
tors they ordered for their cars, but
expect them any day. They, Were
ordeted a month or two ago, and
will do much to reduce the rattling
noise now mesh by the CATS as they
!sail *tough the public !streets. They
mishit to tie 'here by now, but have
not come,
City Solicitor Ed Puryear is now
drawing up the ordinance to be
brought in at the com3c-11 meeting
next Monday evening, corripellieg
the ears to be meffieel He is **W-
ing it from the copies of sinaler
received from St. .-1..orri
and Atlanta, he havinir'written to
the natmieipal eittlentities of those
pleree to send him transcripts of the
ordinances,
The purchaser
use and apply in
the piechase
standing bonds
Bank Tax Suit,
SEVERAL ORDERS MADE IN
CASE AGAINST AMERICAN-
GERMAN NATIONAL.
Several Saloonists Sold Places and
Transferred Licenses—Deeds
Lodged for Record.
In the county court Judge Light-
foot has overruled defendant's mo-
tion to compel plaintiff to make more
specific his petition in the suit of the
state auditor's agent against the
American-German National bank of
ehis city for back taxes claimed due
the state from the financial institu-
tion. There was also overruled de-
fendant's' denvunrer to plaintiff's pe-
tition, bet the court sustained de-
fendant's motion to strike front the
caption of the wit filed by plaintiff.
- • -
THE GLOBEBANK & TRUSTCO
Of PaducAth, Kentucky.
Capital ancl'Surplus $111515,0004
ED P. NOBLE, PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRE&
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits.
per cent per &nitwit on tint* certifieek of deposits.. Safety boLe5
proof vault for rent at $3 to Se) per year as to else. You carry your own
key and no one but yourself hes ac cess.
Saloon Licenses.
The saloon license of Seawright &
Mitchell, of 13th and Clay streets
was transferred to 'Maggie Over-
street and changed to 908 Boyd
street, she having bought out the
others and moved the business down
on Boyd
The license of Elrod & Rickman.
of 125 South Second street, was
transferred to John Ehnd.
Pays 4
In firs
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class Job by an
expert 'workman? It;:you do: take
itIto
John j. 13leich, jeweler.,.
224 Broadway, Paducah, Ky,
*-1*++44-HH•+++444-44-1-1.++
H.. COULSON,
Property Sold.
Property lying on West .Broadway
was transferred by W. F. Bradshaw,
Sr., to W. F. iBra-dshaw, Jr., for $t
and love and affection. The deed
woe kadged for record yesterday
with the clerk.
W. C. O'Bryan transferred to H.
H. Loving for $3,000 one piece of
property in the O'Bryan ackfition, and
to the same party another plot of
ground in the same addition for
Satnoo,
A. D. Buchanan bought from W.
C. (Yaryan for $Olo, property in the
O'Brran addition.
Lonnie Rudolph sold to Mows
Brockman for $9oo, land lying but
in the county.
L. Mathunan Cornilland sold to
Christ and John Bulger for $2,400,
property on Clay sereet.
P. H. Rudolph bought from Frank
and Mattie Fisher for $825, property
on Jackson near Thirteenth street.
Rosetta Earnhardt sold to Anna C.
Collier for $3.000, land lying out in
the county.
III P LUMBING.
Steam and Dot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
4-1-1-4ee H ++1~
Abram L. Well & Co,
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, iLife, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369, -
FOR ALE.
On account of the assignment of
H. B. Grace for the benefit of his
creditors I tin forced to dispose of
the stock and fixtures in the cigar and
tobacco store formerly operated by
Mr. Gtace, and anyone desiring to
make a bid for the purchase thereaf
is invited to call and examine the
stock and fixtures. This property
must be sold, and at the best figures
obtainable,
JAMES CA ?APB EL L, JR.,
Assignees .
Residence Phone 726.
Paducah Transfer Company
JACKSON HAS LAW
AND ORDER LEAGUE.
(lacer panned.)
:General Cartage Business,
Superior,Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2ndland:Monroe
And Household:Goods. Botk'Phonesilt
P.D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Troubles For Girl
Jackson, Tenn., 'My 10 —A Law
and Order Leagen has been organized
here for the suppression of gambling
and Sunday tippling. The league
starts with' about 500 members, with
Ret. C. W. Welch, president. An ex-
ecetive erstrmilttee of..fifty, whose
nanrec will not be tnade public,' has
been created; and it is proposed to
make a vigorous' effort to free Jick-
son from the gambling and SundaytwecItreiti by said FIPOrtgage fl saieli de- tippling evilte By request, a numbercree mentioned, in a manner and to of pastors preached special wermonsthe extent as in said tie eree Provided Sunday morning On the actblect. '
MISS EERIE GRAHAM DOUBLY
CI-1;.RGED IN TWO
COURTS.
Attachment Suit Against Her in Jus-
tice's Tribunal and Warrant
In Police Court.
Miss Essie Gra-ham, a young wo-
man of the city, has a rhultiplicity of
troubles as a result of her inability to
pay her board bill owed to Mrs.
Cornelia Weyer, of North Third near
Monroe streets: Warrants have been
issued against her in the polka cowl,
while an attachment suit overhangs
her in the magisterial tribunal of
Justice Jesse Young,
iMiss Graham has been boarding
with .Mrs. Meyers and the latter
claims the former Owes her $31 for
meals and room rent. Saturday night
in sonic manner Miss Graham slip-
ped her trunk out of the Meyer home
with the alleged intention of wetting
away without paying her board bill.
Mrs. Meyer Sunday morning got out
an attachment emit in tne court of
Justice Jesse Young and attached the
trunk, which vris found at the Pal-
mer-Wilkerson transfer stable on
Jefferson between Fourth and. Fifth
streets. The trunk was taken by the
constable to the office of the miters-
trate where it is now being held
awaiting disposition of the suit,
which has been set for trial the oath
of this month by the megistrate.
'After attaching the trunk of het
boarder, Mire Meyer then went over
to police headquarter" and got out
a wareants charging Miro ' ham
with refusing to pay her ao:os Stiff.
The young woman was a—crocd but
not locked up by the nide, who fec-
ngnized her for bet appearance ase.
terday morning in the police court.
Wherothe case was called the judge
continued it until today.
DEAL'S bandurcheasiltra
Phone t36-Red.
Paducah
Mattress Co.
Far First-class Upholstering, Mattress
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furniture ow
abort notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
us to aig South Third St,
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Sloane So, xi and is. Conenbi.
Paducah. 
-
3. C. Plourncry
Dr. B. T. Hall
• Kentadks
Cecil Reed
Office with Drs. Stymy.* %wee%
120 North Filth. Both Phan* asS
&evidence no Clay. Old "ass tags
Dr. L. t. Sanders,
Specialist os Diseases of
EYE, EAR. NOSE AND THROAT.
Lye* 'Seated. - Glasses Fitted.
Office }fours: '$ a. on. to 4 P. re.
Trueheart Building, Rear Office.
Pedocsh. Kentucky.
McFadden, the Photographer,
still takes the lead. Photography lei
all its beauty of style and finish al
the gallery, Broadway, Paducah *Lip
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Opposes
New R.oad
TN° INDIVIDUALS AND ONE
CORPORATION OBJECT
THERETO.
'The Motion of Liszie.Countee To Be
Made Adminiatratrix Postponed
Until Next Court.
In the ,county court yesterday
oige Lightfoot :received the report
•of Cormniesioners R. J. Boldly, W.
N. Bryan and R Dale. who recom-
mend that there DC opened the new
road leading from the Woodville
terday there was also aboara Captain
Harry M. Groyne,' isho has been on
the City of Savannah, but will be. cap
tam n of the City of Stettin°. He left
the Soavannah in charge of Captain
Hail. Carl Baker, of the City of Sa-
vannah, will be first clerk ef the Sal-
tillo, while the entire personael of
the new crew has, not yet been made
up.
This.makee two new boats built by
this line in, the at year, the Ken-
lucky having only been finished and
in the Tennessee river trade a few
mon+, she taking the place of the old
steamer Teoneesee that is titl lying
at tlIt local wharf and will be sbld by
the company that has no need fer her.
road to Clark line 'road, the new
highway to be known as the Magru-
dgf road. As R. L. Potter, Arthur
Cunningham and the Chicago, St.
:Louts Vishlew Orleans (Illinois Cen-
tral)hifiilroad objects to the new
country road passing over their
property, these three parties were
summoned to appear before Judge
Lightfoot the second Monday of next
month and show cause why the new
road .ssliould not be opened.
The new Gholson road -report was
filed and the matter continued for
the time twin*/ The commissioners
recommending that the new iiighway
be constructed are E. B. Johnson, A.
N. Sears and. R. E Parrish;
There was continued until the Au-
gust term of county court the ques-
tion of having the John Countee es-
tate ordered into the hands of his
'wife. Lizzie Countee. Countee is the
negro who was killed near Epper-on
by the side door of the freight ear l
of a passing train jolting off and fall-
ing right in the midst of a gang of
section hands who had seeped to the
side of the truck to let the approach-
ing train pass. Countee was hit in
the head by the door and killed. His
wife had Public Administrator Felix
G. Rudolph to take charge of the
dead man's eetate, bit atterwarchs
came into court and' requested • that
she he put in charge, and this is the
motion that was continued until next
month.
There was ordered to be recorded
the following settlements made last
month. and which: laid over the us-
ual thirty day. for exceptions, but
none were filed, they being found in
pro#r condition: Felix G. Rudolph,
guardian for Lizzie Mae Buckner,
Carl, May and Kate Beyer, Willie,
Entine. Daisy and Jesse Rudd, Rufus
Buckler; Felix Rudolph, administrat-
or for J S. Hubbard; John Schroe-
de •administrator of Robert MeBride
!slams W. N. Grant, adereistrator of
A hN. Grant; R5 A. Woods, adminis-
trator of H. W. Wood; W. M. Smith,
administrator of Monroe Branton.
The Settlements ordered to lay
over for thirty disys for exceptions
were: • NIeD. Feiguson, adthinistra-
tor of Inez Ferguson; Kate NUM-
member, administrator of C. C. Carey;Wilke VVeakti. administratrix of W. B.
Weeks.
City of Saltillo
LOUDLY GREETED YESTER-
DAY GN ARRIVING FROM
JEFFERSONVILLE.
Went To St. Louis in Afternoon to
Be Furnished for the Through
Trade.
Yesterday the handsome steamer
City of Saltillo arrived here at noon
from Jeffersonviile, Ind., where she
was constructed at she Howard ship-
yards for the St. Louis and Tennessee
River Packet company, of which Cap-
tain James Koger, of this city, is gen-
eral manager. The fine new craft was
greeted into the local harbor by the
shrill whistling of the other craft. ly-
ing fit the bank, and this drew hun-
dreds of peopk to the river front,
where an inspection of)he new steam
boat waos made and she was found to,be up to the standard maintained by
that progressive and up-to-date line
that operates the best steamers on the
Ohio and MisSissippi rivers. After
remaining, here an hour or two the
Salt,illo went on to St. Louis to be
ftworthed. .She expects to get away
from that city upon the t9th to make
her mth "rip up the Tennessee
fiver. Shoe will be addled to the
through line of boats maintained by
that company bet wen the Tennessee
river and St. Lotii., theoither two be-
ing the City of Memphis and the City
of Savannah. ,
• Major James H. Ashcraft was' in
command of the boat on her arrival
yesterday from Jeffersonville, and te-
mairied on the roof to St. Louis. Gen-
eral Manager Janws Koger came
down from the shipyards on her and
Went pn over to the Futtire Greet, he
and the titmicc having as their guest
Mr. E. R. Hendricks, of Madisonville,
the well kreeso former reverrtie gust:
ger who was located in thit city seh--.
eral years ago, and is well known
here where he was greeted by. his
many friends yesterday during their
short stay.
Pilot Scott Parrili brought thebrat here from Jeffersonville, whilfPike Boyce Berryman ts-ok her fromhere to St. Lomas. 'Leaving here yes-
Bridal Pair
LEFT FOR HOME AT FANCY
FORM AFTER MARRIAGE
HERE.
Doctors Will Give Picnic Tomorrow
at Lone Oak, in the County—
Social Diversions.
Sunday Mr. W. B. Curtsinger, Jr.,
and bride, left here for their home at
Fancy Farm, Graves county, to take
up their residence. The day before
the young people tame througll here
and sheet to Cairo. where they had
the inarriage ceremony performed
which was followed by their, retains
to this city, where they stopped at
the New Richmond hotel until Sun
day when they proceeded on to their
Graves county home.
The bride was Miss Ocie Henson-,
a most Retractive and well educated
ycning woman, who has beets connect-
ed with the coinity schooils of Graves
for several years. Mr. Curtsinger is
also a professor for the schools and a
gentloman with numerous friends
here.
Very bow Rates
Announced, Via
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Extremely low rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway from
opoints on its lines for the following
special occasions:
Athen-s;*rea.—Samatmeit school, June
27,—July 28, Nos.
Knoxville, Teen.—Stsmener school,
June ao—July 28, issos.
Monteagle, Tenn.—Montessie Nide
Training schooi, July 3—Aug. its 1905
Monteeale, Tennh—Wornan'i con-
gress, Aug. 1-15. 1905.
Nashville, Tenn.—Peabody collage,
summer schools, Vanderbilt Blbfical
instnute, June 14—Aug. 9, tgos.
Oxicord, Miss—Simuner retool,
University of Mississippi, June es—
Aug. 9, 1903.
Richmond, Va.---Farmers' National
cortgrem, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.--Surnsaer school
for teachers, June 16—Joly 28, 1905.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the -public. Tickets will be sold to
these points from all stations on the
Southern railway. Detailed informa-
tion can be had npon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting linm
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. a TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wash-
ington, D. C.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. 44,
LotaisvCe, Ky.
G. B. ALLEN. A. G. P. A.. Se.
Louie,. Me.
Pia* Outing.
The monthly gathering of the Mc-
Cracken Cotinty Medical society will
be held tomorrow at Rote-e'i Grove,
roar Lone Oak, which is five miles
cut from this city on, the road goingthrough Arcadia. It will be a picnic to
which the physicians will take their
wives and lady friends. Many nice
papers/ pertaining to the profession
will be preeerned during the day.
Delightful Dance.
Tomorrow evening Dr. and Mrs.
J. R. Coleman and Misses Fannie and
Rella Coleman, of Wt-sitl Jefferson
street, will entermin with a dance at
the Wallace park pavilion, compli-
mentary to Miss Gertrude Cham-
Omer', of Jacksonville, Fla, who is
visiting Miss Ethel Brooks, and Miss
Luna McKinney, of Cadiz, who is vis-
iting Mr. and AfIrs. Roy McKinney, of
West Jefferson street.
lown Party.
Next Friday cieninishfrcen 8 to lo
(Mock Miss Mary, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Jennings. of
Arcadia, will entertain with a lawn
party at their home "Oaklawn."
Charming Affair.
Last evening a large crowd of
friends were charmingly entertained
by Miss Georgia Mae Lee, of South
Third street between Washington and
Clark, complimentary to Misses hes-
sie Lazier, of Jackson, Tem., Julia
Mae Cheek. of Pulaski; Tenn.„ Julia
Elizabeth Cartnichni, of Srnithland,
Ky., and Ruth Quinn, of Fulton
Entertain Tonight.
The Mlees Shelton of 1405 South
Third street, entertain this evening
at their home.
Caulkers Case
CHARGE AGAINST GARVEY
AND MORGAN IS CON-
TINUED.
Yesterday morning in. the police
court when there washealled by Judge
sanders the case against George Gar-
vey and Julian Morgan, same was coo
tinned over tomorrow morning
on account of the accused not yet be-
ing reedy for trial, they are still
locked up in the county jail on ac-
count of being unAlle to give bond
-tor their release. They are the two
ship caulkers who assaulted Alex Mk-
(arty, Sr, and his nephew, Alex- Mc-
Carty, Jr., as the latter were. coining
away from the marine ways slet noon
Thursday.
Sunday morning the Ship Carpen-
sters union held a meeting and de-
cided to trike in sympathy With the
ship cstilkere the batter of whom. are
out at the irrarine ways and Dan Fin-
ney's dry docks because the proprie-
mars of flohre marine establishments
will not permit the caulkers td spin
their own oakum, as they oranitq? in
their new agreements.
In the %afternoon Sunday the caulk-
ens held a' meeting arid decided not to
go back to work at these two places
unless Their agreements were signed
and they permitted to spin tteir oak-
sin. As the result of the ship carpen-
ters reaching that decision there is
practically no work to amouritt to any
thing going ow at any place except
the docks of Councilman Young Tay-
lor who signed, the new agreements.
He claims- that by the caulkers spins
ning their own oakum the plants save
considerable money.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If Ton want your clothes cleaned,
deed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose. lee 'oath Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples tor tines
hi the city. aulta made to order.
1
TleEL31
price or mooed
-hand
43tcn2szs' r2c:
Ft Ita2ittire.
Dsar anything and sell everything
41/88-220 Court at. Old phase 13a4
Louis Clark the Sonde 'mond
street groom, is sok agent foe Blot-
Ns Creek seninsituai health kepi. of
many varieties. Nom palatable and
digestible.
thhhl&. 
Paducah Undertaking
Company.
S. P. POOL, Ilanager
GUY NANCE. Asst.
s05 South Third Street
libeeldteee over stare.
Both Phones Ito —Riese Rearoaabb
Fraggioti.
Mellow wagon in commotion.
 411111111.116
The tsar Laundry iAgtily
come larded li A r •• or have roes,
work done bp them, avateet, cieltneb,
arid beet.
Clark's Greek Confectionary and
Fruit Store has a fine line of Fruits,
Apples, Oranges end Bananas. The
Cheesiest phi:* In Paducah. gog
E. H. PURY EAR,
ATTOIANliff-AT-LAW,
Rooms s and Ilibeglater Beadle&
1.0 Brodway, Patlitosts, L.
New on. 4ga.
aptelatties:
AS's/acting of Titles,
leinsranee, Corporattee and
Real Estate Lars..
"NEAR TO )UTURE'S HEART."
Critteides Springs
NEAR MARION, KY.
soo Ro•in Hotel—High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
• NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HURTING, AND iN
PACT AU.. KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTX FOR TEE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
Go to Langstaffosem
Ml waist anything made oi *or:loc.hey can roadie it for ? on. Get pricey
on Siding Laths ant' ;leach&
No Heat Now
To mine the fresh pallet to blister.
Palomino dose now stIl stay painted
•of we do the werk. -
Warren & Son, 11# Nord' Sixtt.
Phone 54'i-A.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 335
Office Houraf 8 to ro a. m., ItO 3
p. In. and 7 to 9 p.
Office and Floor Fraternity Building.
A. S. DABNEY.
--DIN 11 18 T—
Truenehrt B- 41os
_Foe perfection ant rapity main
Mr Dreads Doe slier. :4- 
.
•
Subscribe for the Register.
•
OUR
PITTSBURG
3P- COAL
Is the cheapest on the
market. We also have
'10 the best Kentucky Coal 4 -,
in Paducah. Get our pri-
ces before placing your
.... order....
A •
4.45
Pittsburg Coal Co.
4,444g444-4.414,444+4,Hipil
The Most Complete Rubber Tire Plant
In The City.
4" 4°110151,
THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON. WE HAVE THE MCST COM- allasPLETE LINE IN THE CITY. OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT ISRUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. LET US RE-RUBBER YOURWHEELS WITH THE BEST GRADE OF MORGAN & WRIGHT,TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRICES. WEALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HARNESS, SADDLES, BRI-DLES AND, ila FACT, EVERYTHING IN HOPE AND MULEJEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIES, RUN-A/SCOUTS ANDSPRING-WAGONS
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSESTOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCWISS.SALES ROOMS NO. ma BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE- NO.MEYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE NO. 2, THIRD AND MONROE.
JOHN G. REHKOPF BUOGY00.
41'
4+4+.4+4+444+44.+4ft4444.44443+4+
•
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADMICAil REAL BS31.11 . IPBSTSRN KENTUCKY PARJOS. RAM
MIDOITELY 
PAir 
LOTS POR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
ICENTUCKy REwL ESTATE JOURNAL. AND PRICE LISTpm To EVERYBODY. $END POR !T.
We"q W. WEVITTIMM011.11. Pia.rbutanti. din
I
HEATING
Hot Water Stearn
I have the facilities for instilling a complete steam or hot
water plast in your More or home so why not let me make
you an estkaate oa what it will cost to have it done in the right
way. Ma and worhaseaehip guaranteed fart class.
D. HANNAN. 4'm-D
W Arnold
The real ea
worth of
thirty-five
Nooses lots,., eat.
agents. hum Sines*
property for sale awl
: also three sales
Telephone, eid, 7011s. 4
Subeeribe For The Register.
Henry Mammies, yr., the reltible
book maninecteser. Blank 'Books,
Job and Edition binding. The only
exclusive book Vineler in Paducah
Library work a .speriallp.
Staantivata‘ I
+400-1-1W-H,W-1-011+ 11114-01F+41104-4
Excursions
+++++++++++++
St. Louis sad l'anessee River Pack-
et company--the ch•apert and best
eiscoweihn out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Reno
Tr% to 1 euessee river
aid retro.
It is a trip of pleasure,
and rest; good set-rice, good table
good rooms, etc. &hats leave eac
1111rdisesday endSlaterday at 5 p.
Dor other Mammoth:in apply to Ja
ILeger, Supenneendbet; Frank I.
Dean,
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
it oraccipashist)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone 120,
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone It,.
J. W. Orr is busy every day watt
Pug on his many customers. His
swede is constantly growing and he
plitly deserving to it. Third
The Belmar Nora, 329 Broadway, is
melting iipecial Sale prism oa Ladies'
Uhelervrear. The ladies of Paducah
will do well to tekeadvairtage of it
At the head of the class, Elks°
Madam tra gtv.„
tit
f4
I
t,
at
•
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PUBLISHED BY ThTE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER GO..
(Incileporated)
At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM.. Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
eah, Ky., as eeoond-class mail matter.
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One '2'esr
Oh yes, it rained some more ye
rerday.
The Newfoundlanders have just dis
covered that whale meat 14 very palat-
able. It is certainly a very "rare
dish, according to the world's reports.
• 
"AN off at Buffalo" is what 'many
Elks are hearing just now. The na-
tional gathering of the representatives
ef the orckr named was never larger
than the' Orbit to occur this week in
the New York city named.
Poianders knew how to work
"est TE,* t
a chince to get frotueende Rt19-
sian yoke. There is kt a doubt
that a united strike now svouid be
effective.
If the $10,000,000 Rockefeller ia to
give for higher education evolves just
one more Rockefeller it won't:the bet-
ter for the country if that $10..000,000
had been left in Rockefeller's strong
box or inside pocket.
weniaearmaossaamaa
The New York board of health is
spending $17,000 OTT an experiment to
keep the mosquitoes out of that city
at least. That amourst of money
seemsistifficient tts 'hoar" the pests
named frown most awry city even
though as large as New York.
The national agricultural boreau
can't attract attention from itself just
non by 'bringing any kind of charge-
against the railo ads of Kentucky.
That's, in oicl game which won't work
=the crying of rogue when you arc
the guilty felkniawho is trying to get
out of the alai!"
What becomes of China's- open door
if ithe "pig tails" boycott American
goods just because this government
that country? The query is units
won't accept as citizens tile riff-raff of
pertant, however. This country had
better lose all, of Clitia's trade than
to take her offcasts, no matter wheth-
er a---ounted high or low in dosser.
Rui`SUa wants Roumania to aurren
del her Trtutilliolls Black SCE (TIGITIECTS,
What ingratitude both to the Riau:
rrianiaes and the mariners. Unable too
capture them herself Russia would
now•have Romnania, which was glad
to get the men to surrender. under any.
promise, to surfrider Item that she
could shoot them like dogs. If Rou-
mania is able to Mai the %nattered
mutineers and dieurters their surren-
der will reflect upon her honor.
If. Rockefeller means to do the
"setteare thing" with the people from
whom he has filched his millions let
him give his milliona to the poor.
They are the °sea from whom he
squeezed the great wealth he has and
not the greallccalleger, or schools. of
the Country. 'iVlifro eters heard of :the
4eolleget of the'iseaent day using coal
•i
s•;\
Robert Torian was fined $20 and
costs in Judge Sanders' court yeater-
day morning on the charge of whole-
Sailing butter and eggs without a li-
cense. Hie does business here in the
city and claims he did not think he
came under the bead of a wholesaler.
The judge made the fine high enough
for him so he could appeal the case
if he desired to, but Torian will take
cut his license and drop thing(
There was dismissed the warrant
charging Contractor H. Miller Cun-
ningham with leaving piles of mater-
ial piled out. upon the public street at
Fifth and Jefferson without putting a
signal light out on -atilt after night-
fall. •
There was dismifsed the breach of
the pout charge against Gertrude
English.
Until tomorrow was continued: the
case charging Contractor Robert Bos-
well with leaving pile, of concrete
material out on tbe street on Broad-
way between Eleventh and Twelfth
streets without putting a danger sig-
nal light on same after nightfall.
Therei was filed away the two war-
rants against John Haynes, one
charging him with malicionaly strik-
ing a woman and atiothcr charging
him with cutting a woman.
Curley Johnson was fined $5 for
firing a revolver inside the city limits,
and $io for using loud and profane
knguage.
There was astiessett a fine of $5
aglainst Bob Greer on the charge of
ChfOrderJy conduct.
The breach of ordirsteire
against • Floyd %ya‘covIsirvi
MaSw iteene 
ing drunk and driorder y, but the judg
ment was Mai I e d as siw agreed to
leave the city. • ,
Belie Wa a whMièe414 17 y
of age, was fi ¶ $25 and gent to jail
for ten days
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly donald report the mailer to
The Register offsce at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Tuesday Morning, July ii, 1905.
oil_ lamps or C al oil stoves? Ah,
Rocky, remember you Must render
unto Ceasar the things which are Cea-
sar's if you would do true penance
for your acts.
• It would be just like human nature
Sweden and •Nlecway after so long
a happy union to fall out and fight
I just because one or the other hasoje-
sented or forced a divorce. Even if
there is a kirs and make up, which is
not probable in the instance cited, the
suspicion which will always exist
would be the cause of great unhappi-
ness and there would never be that
faith which has heretofore existed.
Norway and Sweden, had as well now
as later 'conclude to go their ways
alone or the consequences will be
mutually injuriots if not fatal.
The war news from the far East is
growing very l uninteresting. In view
of the 'appronehing peace conference
in this, country the war is about to
die-of ennui.
There is no such thing as "tainted
money." The fact that money has
been stolep"or gotten in any other
questionable way does not effect the
money except in the mind of some
over serssitivesperson. The diarity of
a thief would be the same charity as
that of any other giver, and though
the thief give away stolen money his
act of giving would be charity never-
theless. When a rogue would give
up what hie has filched or stolen from
someone elsewhy talk of "tainted
money?" The so-called liberality of
the world would be cut into a quarter
if there was really a consistent re-
fusal of that charity prompted by
some act of atonement OT which is
"tainted," so-called.
China as a party to the Russo-Jap-
anese peace conference would be a
 stumbling block. Let' file third party
keep out of the conference and out
of all the contentions which a7 cer-
tain to arise.
Though Kan.-as is an ion state
there are many saloons the state,
which are tolerated by c sent of the
authorities, who acc tribute from
the proprietors in the way of stipu-
lated fines which are assessed at cer-
tain periods of tberoYear The temper-
ance element haite attempted in vari-
ous ways to ipiprove this state of af-
faille by havitlig the laws enforced, but
withoottb‘ desired tesult. A new ef-
t to enforce the anti:saloon law as
reported from Iola which, though .ef-
fective, is as criminal av the offense
objected to, is the dynamiting of three
saloons and the destruction of ;too,-
o00 worth of property.
Cotton is Icing again. Yesterday
the advance in New York and New
Orktans was something like $a a bale.
The contimaed, wet weather has threat
erred the damage and shortening of
crop.
Caleb Powers was, delivered by the
state authorities yesterday to the fed-
eral authorities, in accordance with
the decision of Judge Cochrane, and
taken from the Georgetown jail to
the jail at Newport for confinement.
The intimated conflict of authority
seems to have been an imagination.
Criminal
PROSECUTION MAY FOLLOW
YNVESTIGATION—LEAK IN
COTTON REPORT.
Question Not Yet Formally Present-
ed to President—Being Consid-
ered by Moody.
Oyater Bay, N. Y., July fo.—It is
regarded here as not unlikely that
criminal prosecution may result from
the investightion of the cotton report
leak in the department of agriculture.
The subject has not yet been present-
ed to the president in a formal way,
although he is familiar wilds most of
the. detail. of Ise inquiry.
*eh, of Wa • toi4igna ,olf di§
,.4.1nited StgasiriDistriat lotorney
°Onion- after rs iirsoriiirexanisnatii4S
of a part of the evidence adduced in
the investigation that a criminal pro-
ceetlibg wouhttot lig pabirest Assist-
ant Statistician Htoemes, who is al-
leged to have profited by giving the
advance information of the condition
tof the cotton crop to certain brokers.
The department of justice is not in-
clined try accept this view of the case.
While no decision to institute crim-
inal proceedinerts haw been reached, the
subject is being considered by Attor-
ney-Genetal Moody, who later will
take the matter up with the president.
No visitor a of importance had en-
gagements to see the president today.
After the presider* had taken his
aqua/ roorrin•g exercise and a• plunge
its the hay, he tooloop with Secretary
Ltieb an accumulation of official busi-
ness, devoting several hours to it. , investigated,
Lady Badly H
MR& ROBERT M'MANUS AS
THROWN FROM STREET
CAR.
Mrs. Meyers Got Had Cut and Mrs.
Rohm Collarbone Broken—Ell
Guthrie Burned Hand.
. •
Mrs. Joseph McManus, wife of the
paidier, is confined at her home on,
Selenth and .Husbands streets as the
reoult of painful injuries caused Sat-
ta-day night by being thrown from a
stieet ear at Sixth' and Husbands.
She and her husband hid beenirstp in
the city and she started for home on
the car which stopped at Sixth and
Husbands streets to /et her off. Be-
fcre she coulkt alight to the ground
the motorman starsed the cur and
threw her down with force suflacient
to knock her unconscious. The tar
went on and 'never did stop, while one
of the drivers: for the Evansville
brewing company came along and
fcsind her lying there. She was taken
-home and doctors summoned, but, it
was found no bones were broken. Her
condition is quite serious though, as
.he is the mother of a very young in.-
font only a few weeks old.
Thrown From Rig.
Yesterday morning Mrs. Harry
Meyers and Mrs. M. Rohm were out
driving, and the former had gotten
oitt at Fourth and Madison streets to
call on her dressenalcer. When she
came back and got settled on the rear
seat of the rig, the horse driven by
the colored mon, suddenly became
frightened and leaped forward unex-
pectedly with such force that the two
ladies were thrown against the rear
seat which gave way and let them
fall out of the vehicle. The collar-
bone of Mrs. Rohm was fruetured,
and Mrs. Meyers staltained a • deep
gash in her head. Mrs. Rolm was
teken to the Rieke home at &xth and
Kentucky avenue, where she makes
her residence.
Burned His Hand.
Mr. Ell Guthrie, the dry goods man
is suffering from a painfully burned
hand caused by touching off potider
in a camera used to take fisishtight
pictures by %V- little son Robed—
Bitter Man Fined
• ; "41., ----
ROBERT TORIAN FINED $20 BY
JUDGE SANDERS YES-
TERDAY.
Belle Watson Fined $25 and Sent to
Jail for Ten Days for C,arryini.
a Gun.
•
edrissokesdaastagriwilleaeolliiileSP410,0 m10411104144140141111,1t()T ;inanees.
carrying concealed
weapaine. She has been livitig with
Dairyman Clat Russell, out on the
Cairo pike ski y beyond Rowband-
town and abortt thereafter the dairy
town and y hereafer he dairy-
man found his revolver and $25 in
cash gone. He citified the detectives
who caught t girl in a buggy on
Third and Je croon strets. Ahe.
claimed to, bv icight the revolver
that wns found i her and denied
stealing the fliers' There was fOrkl
('TO her person $ig coin. Warelfota
charging her with and larceny Amy'
be issued as the • e is being further
onderful Bargains
ARE to be found at GEO. ROCK'S,, the oldestand one of the most reliable shc e merchants
in Paducah. Everything in my large and well
selected stock is being sold at actual cost for
cash until August 1st.
Call carly andget the best selections.
CEO. ROCK.
321 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked hardware de-
partment for :our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as:one of the finest:in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran-
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools.Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with lead-
inghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money.
[—lc-- Vont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
411••••=•••••••-•.
to Rehkopt Saddlery Co 9
109 South 2nd Street, Paducah, Kentucky.
Bridge Opened
THE NEW TENNESSEE RIVER
BRIDGE BEING USED BY
ILLINOIS CENTRAL.
The Noon Passenger Train Was the
First to Go Over It—Ram-
blings of The Rad.
Yesterday morning shortly before
noon the new $1,orxecoo steel bridge
spanning the Tennessee river for the
Illinois Central railroad was thrown
open for use. Now all trains are
passing back and forth across same
and will continue to do so, as there
has been finally abandoned the old
bridge, which' will be torn down and
done away with immediately.
Yesterday morning Haley M c -
Court, superintendent of southern
tines for the I. C. system, Superin-
tendent Egan of the Louisville di-
vision, Roadmaster F. L. Thompson,
of the 'Louisville division, Roadmas-
ter Hill of the Tennearee division
and General Agent Poem T. Donovan,
91 this city, went up to the bridge,
which is about twenty-two miles
above here on the Louiwille division.
Tlhey wee met by reprelettatives of
the contractors wthn constRtted the
substantial and .handsonve bridge, and
finding that the last bolt .had been
driven, and work completed thorough-
ly, Messea. Egan and McCrrurt ac-
cepted the structure on behalf of the
toad and ordered that all trains pro-
ceed over ewer hereafter ..shcortly
there came bowling along the alvt
paimentreor train going tivongit bete at
noon from Memphis to Louisville,
and it has the ditaiection of '
he first train goOfig over Hide
iffey,acceattancq.flt is N 102.
pull fl#1V. 204. a 
••• -
teals in
charge of Conductor John Whedon,
Engineer L. L. Kofer and Fireman
Qp•Old nenneclaa The only train
paining over the hi-fibre heretofore
was the special of Forth Vice Pres-
ident William Harahan about two
weeks ago.
All of yeeterekty and-last night the
freights and rrafeientretw used the
new bridge, which wilt be continued
now. There we, no formality re-
garding the opening a* the officials
personally ascertained thortnigib com-
pletion of the structure and ordered
it opened for use. The aueiroritie•
then returned here in the afternoon
at A OVOCk.
The bridge,is. the finest the Illinçis
Central lbw mkt the officials are very
proud of Same. They have Revere!
"Malley ones tai be put into tele short-
ly, but no demonstration will prevail
5.,.
t Sunday morningnaymon'ellIthenl:e4anlajeCt. 
cached ppeei
Is Your Appetite Poor?
•
'•••
• '—
You need • tonic
--something that will brace you up and make Mk
worth the living. Good beer is an appetizer. Rightly brewed and prop-
erly aged, there's nothing to equal
HELVEDERE
THE MASTER BREW
It will tone up your general heal its, give you an appetite like a Son,
mahe you fetl frisky as a young colt, tut you "in perfect trim" for work
or recreation. All because it's made from pure malt and hope, with brains
tied in brewing.
•
•
Ask For Belvedere, The Master Brew .
Paducah Brewery Co.
Paducah, Kentucky.
BASEBALL
• TODAY.
PADUCAH VS PRINCETON
Admission--General, sec; Grand Stand, 35e1 Tins seats, foc.
Seats on Ede at Smith.
Gaine Called at 3:30 p. m.
there, as wee the taae bere.
Boilermakers Back.
•bileseirs. J. B. Vance and Thomas
,Stionnid thaw. returned •Ifere from Ch1!
ythere they went is delegates
friiin the 'local railroad boilermakers
t`o she committee repreeanting all this
cleat' of workmen over the entire I. C.
system. The committee met Wm.
Renehaw, superintendent of machin-
ery, and signed up their new scale
of wages and agreeernots :theft pre-
vail for the ensuing year.
Temporary Stenogrc-he •
Stenographer Anders-in
the Eulten 'offices, pasestc: tlaough
here yesterday with Harry AcCourt,
superintendent of vsithern I. C:
lines. The auperinendent's regular
ternortsphar is ill and Mr. Wood*.
took his place tenaporatily
Ticket Agent Up.
T Pe(Ticket Agent Rog ` athia c of 
. •
Ultion Depot: was Ablk ito be bacilli
work youterslay, after a brief Meese..
Dr, B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEA-RT BUILDING.
Both phones 88 at the office, both
phones 240 at residence. Office bows
7 to 9 a. m.; veto 3 p. na; 7 tt! p.
Do you care (or your teeth? Pi
clean :mouth and good teeth rre nec-
essary to health. Paducah Detrital
Parlors examire your teeth fret.
continued it until today.
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Rains Prevented
BALL PLAYING HERE AND IN
CAIRO AND lioPKINSVILLE
YESTERDAY.
The Wgather Permitting Double-
Headers Will Be Played To.
day—Sunday's Results.
Paducah
Pct.
.687
Vincennes 
 
40 25 .615
Princeton 
 34 34 .500
Caino 
 
30 36 .443
Henderson 
 25 42 .373
Hopkinsville 
 34 41 .369
Where They Play Today.
Vincennes at Cairo.
Princeton at Paducah.
‘Iiiesiderrein at Hopitiaavile.
Sunday's Results.
Paducah It, Henderson 3.
Princeton 5, Vincennes 2.
Cairo 3, Hopkinsville o.
How They Stand.
W. L.
 46 12
Rain riatierday.
There was no gar* yesterday af-
ternoon owing to rain. There will
be a dOsibiellallidifidlirea efterimon:
Cairo Had Rain.
Cairo, III, July to.—Today's game
as declared- off on account of rain.
Double-header Tuesday and Wednes-
day-
No--Catme it Hopkinaville.
'Hiopkinsvine,
t
 Ky., ruby
prevented Un'nny's game
header tomorrow
to.—Rain
Douole-
SUNDAY'S GAMES.
Lloyd. Two-tsse hits, Gil-
bert, Bohannon, Botts. Stolen base,
Perry. Double- plays, ,Stewart to
.Fiidkh to Uhl! . Struck by ball,
Crowder, Gilligan. Wild) pitdh, Gil-
bert, Struck out, by cilbert 4, by
Pit 6. Base on balls, 6ff Gilbert 5.
Left on bases, Henderson 8, Padu.cah
4. To-tie of game, 1:35. Umpire—
Zinkina,
A Batting Rally.
The Indians won Sunday's game-
by /eying on Gilbert for thirteen hits.
was opposed by Wiley Platt, who
Sad but little to do in the box.
The sec-- by innings was as fol-
tws:
lihflings. 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9—r h e
vend. 000tot too-3 8 3
Paducah 5 o o o 3 3 o ci 2-1 t -13 2
lEarned runs, Henderson 1, Padu-
cah i. Three-base hits, Gilbert, Bo-
/our Gents a Pound
Infanta Won Again.
The Infants beat the Alices Sun-
day by bunching hits. Duggan was
given his bumps good and strowg,
The Stliumary: e
Vincennes 
 2 7 2
Princeton 
•
FOUR CENTS A POUND SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE leis.
5 9 5Batteries—Duggan and Lemon,
Carries and Downing.
Lunatics Shut Out.
Cairo, July to—The crowd was
very enthusiastic yesterday at Sports-
man's park here. Orth Collins, the
new mon, ripped a two-bagger' liehich
scored three men and won the game-
in the seventh inning. Gregory,
Cairo's new pitcher from Minneapolis
was in the box. r h e
Cairo 
 3 9 0
Hopkinsville 
 0 4 2
tBatterieo—Gregory and Hol-vey:
Purdue and Rutledge.
1110,1410410110
Diarrhoea
and
Dysentery
And similar summer bowel &m-
ordent, demand prompt atten-
tion. Such attacks should be
checked as soon as possible.
HENRY'S
DIARRHOEA
CORDIAL
Quickly stops diarrhoea, dysen-
tery, summer complaint and
bloody flux. Relieves cramps
and cholera nsorbus. A very
efficient remedy for all sumtner
bowel disturbances.
J. IL OthIschlaeuer
Droggist
Sixth aid Broadway
TELECHOME 6.
Dowling Killed.
All Paducahans and baseball fan...!
particular, will be pained to learn
that Pitcher Peter Dowling was killed
several days ago near Hot Lake, Ore-
gon, by a train. Dowling kr the Lam-
s southpaw whiostarted his diamond
career here in Paducah an twirler for
the local club when this city; during
1897, was in the Central league, com-
posed of Nashvilk, Evansville and
other cities. Barney Dryfuis bought
him. took Dowling to Louisville, and
h." was rising in the ball world, Mom
downed by ha appetite for drink, and
once lo his mind. The special re-
garding his tragic death states as fol-
lows:
St. Louis, Mo., July to—Pete Dow
ling, the ball player,, was killed at the
railroad crossing rreor Hot Lake, Ore.
today. . He had wand'er'ed from a san-
iaritnn, where he was taking treat-
ment, and was inetamly killed by la
tr.sin. Dowling was a southpaw and
a member at various times istf the
Louirville, $t. Louis, Milwaukee,
Cleveland. Wislringtort, Spoldane and
Butte tozpat.‘40 began the Loos sea-
son with -Ogden, and when killed was
a member of the LaGrande independ-
ent base* club.
Dyspepsia of Women
ABSOLUTELY NEEDLEtS AGONY
Cassed by Merles Disorders sod (Wad by
Lydia E. Plaidatat's Vseetable 0011111111111/
A great many women suffer with a
form of indigestiop pr dyspepsia which
does not eeem to yald to ordinary treat-
ment: While the symptonas seem to be
similar to those of ordinary indiges-
tion, yet the medicines universally pre%
scribed do not seem to restore the pa-
tient's normal condition.
team, •gnt a telegram from
•Min 
pa
Lloyd, of the ball
Need Him.
Pitcher Nonnemiacher, stating the
latter bad gotten his release mad
wanted to sign with Paducah. There
is no roans for him here.
Pitchers' Battle.
. shilittlegor• LIDOS' tem erne red to
pitch Piatt against Bonito every
game when the latter gets here.
Mrs. Pinkham claims that there is akind of dyspepsia that is caused by aderangement of the female
°and which, while it disuses aMigniurb:
mince similar to ordinasy indigestion,
cannot be relieved without a medicine
which not only acts as a stomach tonie,but has peculiar uterine-tonic effects
also.
As proof of this theory we call at-tention to the ease of Mrs. MaggieWright, Brooklyn, N. Y.. who was
completely cured by Lydia I. Pink.hams Vegetable Compound after every-thing else had failed. She writes:
"Per two years I suffered with dyspepeis
width so degsnwated my amino system that I
was nimble to attend to my daily dutasa IMI weak sad nirroes, and nothing that I ats
=
cod and it owned • din:urbane, in my
I tried different dyspepsia cures,bat noddleg seemed to help me. I was ad-
vised lia gfre• Lydia Z. dinin's Vegetable
to fled (bat it acted like a fhteZi, a
Chopstend a trial, and was
'swamps I begaikto enjoy and proper!
my food. My recovery woe Rapid, hides weeks I was a well woman. I have reo-
asonmodsd ft to many sealekag armorial-1*No other medicine in the world has
received such widespread and unquali-dedendoreement,or has such a record of
cures of female troubles, as has Lydia
Z. Pink haze's Vegetable Compound.
Missing Things.
Grocer George Wolf yesterday re-
portedislogioglidise that his horse is
missing and he does not know wheth-
er the animal was stolen or just stray
ed away.
The hOltbell cold storage reported ton
the officers that while their wagon
was going to the park two shoulders
of beef were lost from same
Glutinous Burglar.
Early yesterday morning Drug/girt
James •Segenfelter was awakened at
his home on Washington street near
Seventh by burglar* us' the house. He
telephoned for the police but the thief
got out before they arrived Before
&parting the burglar ate evierything
in the dining room.
Niot Yet Caught.
J. S. Bordeau, Sr., and J. S. Bordeau
Jr.. are yet tooth rat large and have-
not been caught by the police, who
have warrants for them on charges
emerinting from the* connection with
the Peopie's Purcharing com-
pany. Ye-sterday Mr. Henry nand
decided to take the hooks of the coin
parry to tileir old office irP the Fnater-
nity building, where he is checking
over same, he being the expert tont
plcned by Receivers Felix Rudolph
land Cecil Reed to do this work.
'tire destroyed two blocks of busi-
ness houses a Goldfield, Nev., entail-
ing a loss aggregating $zoo,000.
Branch Bakery
WILL BE STARTED SHORTLY
AT MAYFIELD BY FRED
KREUTZER.
*duel Goodman Bought From Mni)
Ashbrook Two Buildings on
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WATTS BOULEVARD (Ohio street reconstructed) when completed will commence on Broadway at Foun-tain avenue, thence south on extension of that avenue to Ohio street, then out Ohio street to John Noble's oldhome place—about 20 blocks. 
WATTS BOULEVARD is the first street south of Broadway that does not run up hill at 28th. street. no:Noble residence is estimated to be ataoth street.
WATTS BOULEVARD is the most elevated street in the city limits—level and straight—without cut or fillfor about two miles, and runs through the center of the future population of "GREATER PADUCAH." A latecanvas showed that between Worten's addition—W. F. Bradshaw's east line—Broadway and Mayfield road, 2,000lots were owned by 600 differentn persons—a car line is therefore assured in the near future.To start WATTS BOULEVARD the avove three blocks HAVE BEEN LAID OUT GENEROUSLY ANDWILL BE IMPROVED IN THE MOST LIBERAL MANNER. LOTS 5oxt5o feet; alleys le feet wide; side-I. walks x5 feet wide, co feet from fence to fence; from curb to curb 6o feet-, parks 20 feet wide, street will begraded and graveled; cement curbing around parks; cement curbing to sidewalks; four foot strip cement side-walk; city water put in. Nature has greatly favored this district—high and well drained—with fine old foresttrees and natural lawns. Paducah has no residence property its equal in natural advantages and high class im-provements. An attempt will be made to make WATT'S BOULEVARD the show street or Paducah and thesesubstantial improvements will begin to give this district the prominence it deserves.When Paducah has so,000 people the fashionable drive will be out Jefferson street to 28th street, south toBroadway, out Broadway to Wallace park, south to Watt's Boulevard, then down Watts Boulevard to Broadwayat Fountain avenue—about 5 miles. 
..
Before improvements are laid down a limiteo number of finished lots will be sold at 'guaranteed prices—nolots reserved from first buyers. 
vAt the request of a sufficient number of first buyers restrictions w'n., be placed on cort of residences. Everylot is numbered by stake in middle of lot.
Ring up No. !co, Old Phone, and I will call on you with prices and other particulars interesting toofmnbuoers'
Ngrth 85,1M4
 #4CP5'ziosailit
Mr. Fred Kreutzer, the baker,. will
go to Mayfield some time this week
to prepare to open the branch estab-
lishment he intends starting there. He
will divide L., time betiweeri this city
at d thut place
Embalmers' Vehicle.
Undertakers Pool di Nance yerter-
day received their fine new embalm-
er's vehicle from the factory and it is
one of the finest ever brought to this
cad of the state.
W. F. MINNICH, Agent, Truehart Building, 520 BrOadVraY.
Move Today.
The Paducah Bookbinding and
Printing c.onspano will today start
moving from their present location to
the storeroom formerly occupied by
the Chinese laundry near First and
Broadway. The new quarters have
been overhaule &nil repaired and put
in good constrion. The company is
that of Mesers. Joe Potter and Hat-
1:-n Griffith.
Bought Buildings.
Mr. Sarron-1 Goodman yesterday
bought from Mrs. Ashbrook the two
buildings on North Second street to
thi rear of the Positat Telegraph of-
fice. He is preparing to remodel
them and put them in: good shape for
b siness houses.
Put Up Fire Escape.
Nlensrs. Michael Brothers are now
putting up a fire eneripe inothe rear of
their establishment at Seootel end
Pioadvray. The struceore is four stor-
•
a. •PUKE
in height, but does not come under
t. state law as regards fire escapes
comnulsory erection, as he does not
er.ploy the amount of men prescribed
in the laws, arbove the third floor.. He
k. putting up throescape voluntarily.
Conference
o'clock this afternoon, while this eve-
ning the initial sermon will be deliv-
ered at 8 o'clock 'by Rev. L. D. Ham-
ilton, of Clinton. Afterwards a gen-
eral social reception will beheld, dur-ing which time short five minute talks
will be delivered by .many ministers,
and a real old-fasencnied church social
bad by everybody. The edifice is ele-
gantly decorated and tonight for the
reception, which is public, the youngDISTRICT CONFERENCE BE- ila-clies of the church will be garbed
GINS TODAY AT THIRD in pure white, and the older ones in
different colored costuming.STREET CHURCH.
The program for the talks this eve-
ning is as follows: 
otherWelcome and congratulatioes: •
"Paducah District," by Presiding I Don't forget the place.
Elder J. H. Roberts. 311 Broadway.
"Paducah Possibilities," by Rev. 't.
J. Newell. Twenty Years' Experience.
"Cootribution of the Country Pen- Tire See Jewelry and Optical Co.,pie to the City," by Rev. R. E. Brass-. 311 BROADWAY.Fl4, of Betkrw. 
•I J. A. KONETZKA,"What Does the -City Do With optic-
Them?" by Rev. T. J. Owen.
"My Orsnclusione and Deductions," All new
by Rev. C. A. Waiterfield, of May- buY-
fit Id.
This Evening a Grand Social Recep-
tion Will Be Given by Members
of the Flock.
Buoy scenes are now prevailing at
the Third street Methodirt church and
wjgsflieue foe the.. next three days
'ZIUklèkncmls' sbipatrict cionfeienc e
convenes this afternoon at 3 o'clock
and continues until Thursday evening.
(tante a number of the delegates ar-
rived yesterday, while the balance will
commence arriving today in large
numbers. It is anticipated that some
thing like 75 Or MO outsiders will be
in the city, including representatives
froth every church in the entire chi-
trict
Yesterday the district committee
met tor the purpose of passing upon
the application a parties wanting to
r the. ministry to preach. This
body is composed of Rev. E. L.
Wright, of Oak Level circuit; Rev. J.
A Moody, of Itflaryfield circuit; Rev.
J. L Weaver, of she Sedalia circuit.
They had before them the applications
cf H. A. Hanby, A. R. Davis, Carlis
Hicklin and Morris Carpenter. of this
city, and Thomas Lane, of Lone Oak.
The committee examined the young
men who have been studying for the
pulpit, "'anl. at the quarterly confers
ence lot evening of the Third street
Methodist church recommended that
they be licensed to preach. The quer
terly body concurred in the commit-
tee recommendation, and will make a
similar recomrnendation to the dis-
trict conference today. AU of the ap-
plicants with the exception of Mr.
Lane are members of the Third street
church of this city and bright, earnest
and vigorous gentlemen.
Sunday Presiding Elder Richerts, of
this Ihstriot, preached morning and
evening at the Third street church,
'wink last evening Rev. A. C. Water-
field, of Mayfield, preached for the
quarterly conference that was conduct
re by the presiding elder. The con-
ference showed the church in excel-
'lent condition, there being over 3oo
;members. 67 new ones being added
since Pastor Peter Fields took charge
last year.
The district conference opens et 3
CONTEMPT FOR COURTS.
New York, July to—By the extra-
ordinary antics of an unruly auto-
mobile,: the costly Italian marble ba!-
ustrade which surrounds the build-ing of the appellate division of the
supreme court, Madison avenue and
Twenty-fifth street, has been badlydamaged A length of thirty feet ofthe fine marble was broken, and it
was mid that the damage exceeded$3,000.
After August i no more gambling
licenser will be issued in the City of
Mexico.
"=M=K
Our Name on a
Prescription
is a Guarantee
of Purity
HAYES
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
7th and Broadway. Tel. 756.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
H. B KEEBLER,
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER
Repeir work and fencing a specialty
Phone 1472.
For Sixty Days -
We will make you prices on Watrh-
es, Chicks, Jewelry, Silver Ware, Dia-
monds, and guarantee to save you 3o
per cent.
Rogers A 1. Teaspoons, regular
$1.50 grade, 75c a set. Engraving free.
• Rogers' Knives and Forks at 82.75
a set.
A Wah ham or Elgin jewel move-
ment, ao year case, $8.50. Mary
bargains.
goods. See
Yellow front
Jeweler and
us befaire you
C. B.•11 atfie
•
•
-
IS WRITING INSURANCE FOR
THE NORTHWESTERN MU-
TUAL LIFE OF MILWAUKEE.
HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS.
YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEX
HIM. ROOM 12, TRUEHEART
BUILDING. OLD PHONE, 011- I
FICE, trig; RESIDENCE, 316. \
 
 '
W. Mike Oliver'. Geo. W. Ob. AIBenton, Ky. Paducah, 114,
Thos B. McGregory,
Benton, Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
& McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Beaton, Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone Ha. Old Phone 3o3.
Dr. Hoyer
tr31/, South Fourth St.,
Office hours 
 ... g-t r a. NIL
Office hours 1-3 p.
Office hours 7-9 P.
New Mon. No. 8, Old Phone No. 77.
OAL MEANS
Our Kentucky Coal will give the most heat, burns op clean and
• Family Lump, well screened 11c bu.
Large Nut 10c:bu
4 Place your order for coal witth us
United States Gas, Coal
130th phones 254.
makes no clinkers
Large Egg 11c ` bu.
Nut 
 
 10c bu.
Coke Company
Office Foot of Ohio Street
•
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T AND POLIK. ram OF ANCIENT ISTEOlt.H
bonne people keep up • WS so long
they can't shake it otter the cause ill
gone.-A,tc.hisen Globe.
What a. Afferent world this would
be if the 'ore ol ocemobeace used &
enegaphonel-Chicago Daily News.
"Bobby. I'm. surpreeed. Dike mote
from your teacher says you're the lase
11Cy in a class of e5." 'Welh I ocoild
be wordier "I don't see how." "It
might have been • bigger elasa."-Lon.
Son Answers.
New Office Boy--"There was a man
same here to oollect • bell while you
were out." Proprietor-"What did
you tell him?" New Once Boy-"I told
ktm it was oci use for him to return,
because you steer paid my of your
debta."-Colnmbns J °venal.
No Patienoe..-"Vilitae's the rustler,
- Bale boy?" inquired the kind lady,
stopping before a sobbing urchin on
the steeet. "I-I got a boil onmy
neck," whimpered the boy. "Teo but
just think bow mono boils Job 'hall"
• "I know, but think we th' patience he
hact, tool" replied theboee-Ohiseheasee
Jouraol.
A very "teureler ocervereerefion was
carried on reeertily bet-ogee keortees
snd a fair young guest. The hostess
was entertwintreg the company otth
descriptions of heretrep abrosd mod of
the wonderful things she lead seem
Among other things she enessetorsed the
clock of Strepburg. "'Ole yea'
marked the girl, "I have beard all
about that; and did ?oases the watch
on the Rhine, too?"
Dr. Viernadoe, a ed pro/emirof
Greek, is very nand a Sowers, and
some deo% ago, on returning from Ms
isollege duties, he found in his front
yard a pestiferous calf belonging to
• neighbor. The doctor gave chase,
and the animal plunged toward the
flower pit, and in another inetant
crashed through the glass cover and
mixed with the pots and plants be-
/ow. When another professor passed
a few minutes later, be odd, gravely:
"I do not understand, Dr. Ternedoe,
why you should abject so reeloosly to
haying a modest coweNp added to your
fine collection of plants." The doctor's
frowning face relaxed. "AI, Samborts,"
be retorted, "you see, this wits *sly a
worthless bulrush."
BANK ACCOUNT WAS SHORT.
at it Was Brougglit Pp to goloaeo
la a nest gateastiesas wad Ws-
traordtaary glaskaeo.
Here In • story of two well-k-nown
young Bal tim ore an s, whom we wftl
call Mr. Torn Black and Mr. Dick era-
and
-So. Each prides lalinseat on bedwg
absolutely up to date and up to snuff
in all particulars. Tom called around
to see Dick one mosniug a short tiles
ago, and had sca,reelly passed through
the door before Dick exclairnech
"By George! The very man. Say,
Torn, I want to go to Boston this after-
noon. and / need $75. I wish yogi's'
let ma haws It. I really vronklal oak
si Mon. •
"Yea," re MU, "a yt of toad:t-
oad-go or no-tb-no position.
You are better oft at ho e, Dick. It's
very cold in Boston.'
"Somewhat frosty here, too, it
*seems," said Eticic "But it's all a joke.
old man. 'Come in and sit down."
"Haven't time." said Tom. "I just
otepped around to see if you wouldn't
let me have that $100 you already owe
inc-If it's perfectly convenient."
Dick seemed to snake a hurried men-
tal calculation, and then told his
friend that he woctkl give him a cheek
for that amount, but didn't think he
tad quite that much in bank.
"But you can go down mad me." he
added.
So Tom took the check. invited Dick
to go to the theater with him that
evening, and hurried down to the
bank. The paying t'ller took the
check, strolled back, loolred at Dines
account, sod returned to the window,
shaking his head.
"How much does it take to make it
good?' asked Tom.
"Not allowed to tell," replied the
'eller.
4111%. Tom went to the receiving teller
and deposited $10, to Dick's credit, but
that didn't make the check good. An-
il* 
other $10 and still others were put iip,
with the same result, until Tom began
to perspire and the bank people eo
laugh. Finely Tom deposited his
tenth $10, with the remark that it was
a tough game to be up against, and he
again presented the check, only to be
met with another shake of the teller's
head and the information: "Very
sorry, Mr. Blank, but that account was
somewhat overdrawn."
Tom gave it up and dashed out of the
bark. He had no sooner gone than
Dick sauntered in, and, asking how
much he bad to his credit, was told
$95.
"Just rash me this cheek for $90,"
be Raid, "and if you see, Tom Blank
to-day tell him rm awfully sorry I
cannot he able to see him this even-
ing, as I have decided to take that
little Boston trip we were talking
about this morning."
Green Test laud Illaok Tea.
The difference in color between
frl en and black tee hos been arielibed
to various causes. Reeentle Mr. Aso,
of the agricultural college et fokyo
has investigated the subject, and be
offers, in substance, the folio...lag ex
planation: In tesTeing qreen we the
leaves are steamed en soon as gath-
ered; in the case of black tee the
leaves are allowed to ferment before
dry! The result is that the fhe
leheinlack tea contains much lest
tannin than the green contains. The
original tes.deef possesses an ext.
hieing enervate which is destroyed IS
She gram tea by meat-Wag. In black
ilea daring ferme vflaiost, the enzyme
eiddliese eks tannin Sad gives Mad
be a hosernishoolored prodtimeleia
Oleepsnioni.
Laberers at Williams er I. 
earth What Apapare to Bo
Old Eleaveaty iftettpr.
yflaat seemed to lorfrageoaeats ed a
magnetic iron meteor, which uswg have
descended to the earth °eateries ago,
was discovered the other day by some
taborer& who are excavating a stellar
so Knickerbocker avenue, MI Cornelia
street, Williamsburg, N. Y. Ike din.
sovery was made at • dap* cd 40 feel,
It being necessary to remove a kill ite
feet high before the sidowatklevei
reached.
Upon reaching • tosetoot depth in
Ike cellar excavation the Z0011 came
ttpon the hard substance, and at first
believed it nothingiset sdM rect. Its
extraordinary weight, however. made
them examine it mere dose*, sad
when they out into a large ploica of
the matter they found the interior was
a solid mass of iron ore beneath a
surface several inches deep of berth
mod yellow clay.
The search was extended furthor,
and the men came tapas a perfectly
formed ape's head and also a wave'
lead. All the matter was owned crow
I. Prank N. Schell, tile coerersetor,
wh• will transfer the relics te scone
museum.
"It appears to me," said Mr. (tett"
"that when this meteor fell, perky?,
centuries ago, it struck the (magas Idre
a shower of hailstone, would. That
the pieces are all eecient is milieu,
from the hard yellow olay whisk mt.
mounts each piece."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
Ilto:diarlaa Devisee sit Special Merle
to Me Placed on gesa• et the
V.Vareilps.
The navy department is providing
some of the warships with • new life
raft, says a Washingten speeded ta
the New York World. It conaista of
an elliptical copper tube emairwitai
flattened, with sir-tight maw*
•
manta, strengthened by fin& The
Mho is incased in cork, wound esteh
canvas and road. absolutely water-
tight. Attached to this float is •
rope netting three feet deep, trots
which is suspended a wooden slatted
bottom. The netting is sespended
so the Inner aide of flso float 'rove
3ings whIal travel on laakta.go, a
that the bottom rests 'a the proper
positios, no matter whdh side of the
Seat falls upon the water when it
I. thrown overboare It does not re
emirs te be rich: ed. adIn -Med oe
leaned about; it is ready for asevice
the esenmet it strikeo the wets&
Oars are attached to the sides of the
hest to propel It when It Is ocionpled
aeough persons cannot get on this
aloft to sink It, and, milk* the lifw
beak it sonnet sepsis, or founder,
tom. !Ike es raft, go to planes against
fibs sides of • skip.
The at it department Is soneldering
the adt 'ability of equipping army
eronsporta with the same sort of
float.
NatipT:.:AL SCHOOL AT MANILA.
— - 
-
Noma ofe•tskita to Po IhrorTtlilaa Pao.
.01 • t• ea ei•mmy
et the tastitatt•a.
Naval r.fbelaiis at Manila Wised to de
everythiee possible for the success of
the nautical school at thatobece. This
institutiou was inherited from the
Spanish gosern Tient. It has been in
charge of bent. achard H. Townley,
United Statos navy, who was recently
detached from that duty and ordered
home for complicity in cereals Irreg-
ular business relatieas with army sub.
sistenoe officers at eitanila. Anothes
officer has been placed in charge of the
Institution.
The school offers a free education to
residents of the Philipptne islands in
such professional duties as will equip
the cadets to perform the &aim of
masters and officers of merchant ves-
sels. But, while the education is chief.
Iy of a technical and a professional na-
ture, the students also are given broad
and liberal instruction in the general
branches of mathematics, geography
grammar, English and history.
It is contemplated to provide the
sehool with a practice ship to com-
bine practical with theoretical instruct.
lion in navigation, seamanship, and
the general reguiretaente of the pro-
fession for which the stazdeata ars to
be prepared.
Wireless Toles/rawly for Warships.
Rear Admiral Bradford, chief of
the bureau of equipment, will point
rut in his annual reporesays a Now
York Herald dispatch from Washings
ton, the neoesmity of equipping Amer-
teem men of war with a system of wire.
Less telegraphy. As, moos a* the ap-
propriation is obtained hiewitl recom-
mend 'lie system to be adopted for the
naval service.
Believing that Comma/trier Richard-
son Clover, naval attache is London,
Is deeply occupied with his current
work, the rear admired has recom-
mended to Secretary Long that • wire-
leas telegraph expert be seat teeth:nee
bed to represent lie navy in the
trials of the two new systems le
woksped by Lloyd's agency.
Meostetetty on New Tusk centroL
Electricity for the New York Cm-
'nil railroad, at least to equip it.
,irtes from the city's limits to the
;rand Central 'station, la more than
possiblity of the near future.' It It
said that an electric engine, in many
if Its details unlike anything now is
service, has been perfected, and that
t will soon have a trial. If its sue
sees is as great as is promised, steam
power may pass from the Orand IP
teal station before January1, 1111A.
Vase et Illfooteeeta Farm 1.01 t:\
Minnesota farm lands have ' hp
saced more than 100 per ...pelf-
clue daring the past seven TOW&
Zia FIULIICH IPURNITUE I.
• Warn Ilearellase• to Parts. gild
Was imanaincrawsd la nor Owls
State Illsolitaaa.
4•Thorn lo., woman inelfichigases
who wilt 
.'.,int spend any more money
La Paris," ts so traveling man whe
had been a guest at the hostile of
whidh the woinees is mistress, relate.
the New York Sun. "She and bee
good hissiesod are entitled to the beald
the earth can produce. They have Lo
bored together and had a variety of
experienees in their 60 years of mar
ried life.
"Lees than a year ago thee thought
they had reached the long-desired but
usually receding tiree which men am
women hope to reach when they can
sit dovrin and take their ease. Sq
they went journeying beyond the sea
"When they got to Paris the good
wife began lamenting. The splendoa
of the shops along the boulevards
burst upon her vision like an unex
pect,ed dream of beauty. Why had
they not visited Paris long ago?
"Now her crochet was furniture,
and you know that French furniture
simply makes • woman stand still
This good woman tallied about the
furniture she saw teeth her fine old
husband bold her to go and ordei
what she wanted, sod they would
have it to- enjoy in the evening oi
their lives.
"Whenvthey got home they told
their neirhbors, and the tows papei
pentad pieceo about the F'axisiau pup
chase, and the whole village was
standing tiptoe awaiting the ootaing
importation. Only ten year' before
they had refurnished thoir home out
of the factories at Grand Rapids. Al)
this had to be sacrificed. Some of
it was sold and some was parcelled
out aa gifts. Fhially the french out
• reached its destination.
"I was in town when it was being
set up. As an old friend I was in-
ited to see the: imported gesels and
gat dinner.
"One of the artistic' was a hand
some dremer. My friends were not
nontent with haciag me look at the
article. hot T meat iterepe..t it. So far
as my friends are con o erued, 1 shall
always regret thizt I consented, but
the inspection also caused me to
think better of my mechanical friend.
In this country, for I made the ei•
covery, by a trade mark on the but
torn of tine of the drawers, that the
furniture had been turned out. in
Grand Rapidan shipped to France and
chere soli as -irisian handicraft
"As an Aniet----ma I laughed from
mo cuff buttons up to my shoulder
But as Michigan is a pretty big state.
sad Iota of its people go abroad and
buy on the other side, I have we
hesitation in telling the story. I
quite agree wtth my host, who said:
'Between the cuteness' of those chape
in Grand Rapids' and the glibness of
a Parisian dealet the middleman is
rare to go up against it.'"
_
FASHIONS FOR SPRING.
advance gegweetito•• **Warding adn•
Colloids and Aeresdrorles jlose
the Conssihsa liessois
Dresses of thin. transparent mate-
rials will be trimmed as they were
lest sen.son. with Valenciennes ineer
Lion and lace, says Ladles Home Jour
naL
White pique skirt waists are among
the S-ra6 to be worn In the early
prin. The newest are of a ligio
weight and fine cord, and are made
quite limply, with a cluster of tucks
at each side of the front.
Belts of both plain sad ribbed black
velvet will be worn with. spring
weolen gowns. Such belts are stylish
and may be worn with spring gcrwne
of any color or material. The pret-
tiest belts are made with a Might dip
tc. the middle of the front.
Per hired general wear a spring
nut of black. navvl brown or Oxford
gthty cheviot will give general satis-
faction. One of smooth cloth is more
iresey in effect but not so suitable
for all scree of weather. The skirts
of such suits should be made to cleat
the ground. and lined with perealine
if silk cannot he ',fooled The lock-
ets should be neatly lined and made
.:omfortobly largo so that they will
Op on eerily over all kinds os
waists
_
Appropriate Gift. ter /invalids.
Flowers anal thrif.y.growing pirate
are ac-ceptable offel kers to the wok,
.nd a rosebud or bunch of violets
never comes amiss. When convalete
ceace is established- a new book or
notgeolne, and perhaps a little me-
chanioal Contrivance on which ft may
rest, will give real gratification. A
pretty temp which the invalid may
wear, a pair of bedside slippers, or
any other email and dainty thing
which conveys a thontrldi of individual
moo, and will always be rewarded
with smiles. Aromatic eetractt per
fttrnery in beautiful bottles, &try lit.
tie luxury lathe woy of fruit Or 4e11.
eacyprepar1 in another's hitches.
leaves giedn s In its wake. The el-
ement of PU rise breaks the fathom
monotony o invalid life and is there-
fosse to be a4nght for and regarded as
restorative in It. infinence.-Ledimi
Home Jou al.
P ato dosemblia
. yeah and seceon well a quaatity of
*ailed white potatoes, and to every
quart add the beatonlyolke of•twe
eggs and two tablespoon/nig of thick
'ream. Stir over the flre and term
late o shapely rinios a greased tin
sheet, or peek Is a r14-the1d that
*Pals; broil over with yolk of egg
end bake in *phew eseen-eit sbould not
be browned. tolee to table, molted-
ky slip the
ntand.entree
a sloes raw
be parsley,
=tithe
to ring onto a Loge
late enoirele it with
pet tato astayblee rolled
kat, the" *ides with
PSYCHOLOO/
"Wartime Suggested by the Pecs.
liar Habib of Raccoons.
Iftstaloos ad a. goatlieva Obeesvos at
the Ways' of the Seemingly lay.
teal/peat Lltite Deng semi
et thee Weeds.
ems:total psychology is to be itudied,
see, in Parte" said an observant
sitizen recently, accordlog to the
New Orleisne Timed
-Democrat; "and
the atientiata•are going to take the
subject up im a systematic way. That
Is a good plan. It is a broad field, and
research along these lines will no
doubt he productive of much interest.
log data. kteretofolre what echditiete
have said along this line, and in fact
all they have learned, has been of a
theoretical nature, anN it may be said
that animal psychology has not pamed
beyond the pertly experimental stage.
"Darwin came nearer formulating
an exact hypothesis than any other
scientist when he took up the study of
the emotions and the means of ex-
pressing them, butteven this splendid
treatise lacking in that definite data
orhich would place animal psychology
roiong rtie so-ea/led exec t science&
Rut it has occurred to me that a busty,
bristling center of population, where
tee may find so mued that is artiticial,
to much that is out of harmony velth
die nuturisl order of things, would
not be the place to prosecute in an
intelligent and satisfactory way •
ttudy of thid inteo•:ing sebject.
lurroundings a trifle more rugged
wouki seem to afford a better oppor
tunife for the observance of mental
procesets in the lower ordee ol life,
although, of course, much may he
/earned by the method std.-ich lois been
adopted' by Eve...mean scientists.
"In the southern tort of the United
States these scientists might find Much
data that would give then% a niers
itelnite clew to the reascniug me:h-
olm of animals of the lower Older.
net little trick of thienprossum. foe
Itstanice, when he feires deuth, shows
an element of shrewdness which one
rarely finde in cd-dera of Intelligence
supposedly higher. Take the raccoon.
Why is it that be will leap up on one
tide of a tree and then lump as far at
he can from the other side? It is-s
:rick He is trying to fool the dog
that is after him try raking hint be-
'levet he is up the tree. The 'coon has
practiced this game for asp Jong that
ed well trained dog will ever howl up
a tree unotll he has circled around is
several times to see if the game has
acit resorted to the usual make-believe
'Why is it Uses a 'noon, when the
tree is falling under the effect of the
hunter's ax, will scamper dowe s,
trunk of the tree toward the stunivIr
has two reasons for doing it. In
the first piece, unless the dog knows
kis business, he will rush out in the
r.rectioa of the fatting tree.. believing
the game tern scamper out from the
witp. In the reeonel place, he reasons
that it is safer for body and limb
fa either eyelet he is resteuniog shoot
the thing. It is a penehologleal proc-
ess. Imentasoes have been reported
ay hunters of where 'coons would
leap from the top of falling trees,
seemingly knowing that they were
porened by trained dogs, who woeld
tang around the stump lentil they
geoid scomper down the trunk of the
tree. Bet the pate is the other way.
"The point I am trying to make."
oonclabed the observant citizen. "is
that the woods art filled wit% these
evidence,' which' might give the se&
'taints a clew to the reasoning usetkr
oda of animals of the lower order."
REGARDING WHITE ANIMALS.
goasoand akinearee Hs Moo ed
Oeveada llosart• and Medal
gialekily gem.
ever 
A polar bear would not have a
silence In stantIng seals if it were
of a darker color. The only black
spat about it is the tip of ita nose.
rh• melon who first lasedechon earl.
ens unknown mettle shores and bays.
stated that the bears used to take
theta for seals, and begin to staff
them at a considerable distance, lying
down fiat out their bellies iss the at-
titude in which the well-known pho-
torrent:1hr Mr. Gambler Bolton shows
the old polar beer at the Zoo, •nd
orrigigttag along in that position until
they came to an ice hummock, whes
they would get Kt peer over to see
If the "seals" were alarmed, and
wriggle-on again. The 'tailors added
that they could always see the black
ease wheel the bear ryt. op near, and
rowed that the bear put his paw tor*
his norezie to hide it.. The aret14
Poxes, The "feu," heals, the ptarmigan,
rypett and eroded all undergo the seer
'tonal change to white by an identical
droves*, says the London Spectaterf.
!be hair or feathers, as the ea:a
rniesht be. lose color and turn White
.xy 'hat may almost be described as
in Instantaneous process. In Ore
fooee arid hires the white comes in
hatches; lent the tryweel of the sortie
!tangs is remarkable. There are
veiny stories of Motile whose hair
has turned whit• 'roe shock "in •
mingle night." duto-eg by the birds
Ind foxes, thee, star must be trim
Vcs one sees the proem* of fadh is WA went haws the Tole" 116t3
.tig going on. 'The feather or -enteh
sf far which was brown or rie
gray suddenly whitens. Yet no ,
has actually men the color greet
The explanateon usualy given ie Chet
a takes place by night. There teems
so "half way" tint eetwees the whites
sad the original color.
teeost ert the Rabe.
Ti. FaUaer--I arr so glad-Jobe...got
elected to *Aggress:
The Mother -Yes lit'a a groat re.
%et He has tried lei maw *Sys ell
*ruing a liebig delledr-ibobra14
A JUNGLE "INFAIII.." WOlfroOICAL ENT4A,
1 hqf A COUNTY la southern korai antLi Les thao a &made ago there still re.
wiped a amal motion which the people in
the *via asalgosted as the "tangle," & tars
et mintinasty landed down from a parted
whin thh of the county warn isolated
nods and covered with dames
• The "lane*" fell Deland la the
atatoh se The farm *sem low
*pod 0 church on %adapt who&
the en tire- prairie rode In mewing
weilletate ter imbed buggies. TM* vas ens
1= style of architecture, willed is nalt1gy mon, square log home with
sae room eind lodsediv kitchen at the licit
%lights streamine through the me sinellow elbowed melt decorations ea the
oath as a shotgun and rifle, the horn peer
der flask and hunting pouch, and tropkies
ad the lime while on winter *ventage the
shoring firelight from the cavernous firs.
=ex:2w shadows in and out ernopg the
. et catione, a dried pumpkin, and
"taiddlin's" irospendeVrom the rafters.
, The house ie which Hester Lane was bora
"Mod in a small cleared space in the heart
if .0. 1.10.." Here she grew to womeer
heed with us widmexperience with the oaf.
eith,,morki than the weekday, walk to the
statue village, and an annual journey tithe
minty seat in fair time.
Kier first herdahip carnet* her at timer.,
of six, when she must trudna each day leg
14 miles to the district itched. But school
daps in the "tune," were soon ever, the boys
getting the most of the "schoolin' " because
the gide monied and Wien° use for it.
There were no bachellar maids in the "km
see." Marriage wee a certainty about whisk
thweirould be no. doubt.Lase bong what the native' tartlets
"aingee' celled a "good, smart girl." Li
we expeeted she would wake • good notch.
If the LIMO home was more picturesque
than 'coo of its neighbors it was because
Ileeterseeesod trained the morning glory
sines over the window in summer and bid
the woodpile .belsind • bank of sturdy holy'
Mehl and pplecess feathers. Tin pima
and pail. shone nowhere elm with such
brightness and easter as they did on that
.15hrich outside the kitchen door. Besides
Hester had pieced more petchwork quilts
on the long wines: evenings thee any tithes
girl in the "jungle," where a feather bed
sad bedding and a coo was the dowry every
bride was expected to bring to her haw
Idseeer hod her choice betwees ferche
Bitalsoe's ass VilL'iam sod "Jim" Gillian.
vheire testier vas the big lead owner is
the "bangle" and could set oil ten acres
for the roasts people to start out with. Be.
s prodeefradaded ming woman, Hao
ear took "Tim" and the wedding day wee
ast for Oetorber.
Squire Bledsoe, who had "tied the Mee"
In every smortage whisk had
tains pion la the for a dogmata
sedated, sod sappissanned the anssy
oft" mei sodessa &dries es he deemed
aseceesary ter is. 7*.si porple to take.
*gilding ta the ',eagle" ems a quiet ads*
Ihe real enshrine= being the "'Weir" ea the
tatilli• to kb father's&q, dot As =108611'14 Mei
eel ladle " en lire hem. sea& ed the
Moo and .54.Hanier looked as As
goo veva la "War' trees et 'ski
kilns database trimmed with vial* hoe si
tr.sobr. eel boa Use esesoole hat re.mills had ebb* brow Thin
sa Ohs side ef. sap aad beton alowismit
gulag swag cosemas aseirsessitod the
prrooslaiss for many voska. It was10% s sleet* mashina asel
=ma el the bonriat et the lane
Ds* as *ay were, *insigne goem
mars entries lithos them. The ante,
were drrasipoi ta a amitannale armed the
roma mad "ha" and rissiter ale *arra
war span deer. Ths ecimpany, the
slier membere dnit. same forward ass by
brad
me —Lake& these by the has/ end ai
relation. There we.
=densugzeeimmr,whicili do good wider
ed. -I wish you mach bah"'
each asighhori solemnly, sal me
Them there eras glass, In the
mom. sr pasets staring Waal.:the
halo sad poem, who tirstif ern
=meat sosseiassal whimper* is sash
the •filiy martin=
mdlivosed the tootwes if lb.
ems thaseread some of the elder tolle Ito
m
ilbs.ramtaimmatag we farmer wedliag an
noir essisis low the world doss change
Taylor. He and - Me
Imre the
''Tna mow fsCen:i
aed Meet hs the were&
heap what hard time. aro
te loaf year hems week,
**7':* sitors, tad yes can buy lade
and shako no/ table already mods. 111
wimel no MI yeses ago when Liars and I
gad kehboll.
nen. _flamed at ell Wasksakia. Nos
helm Ilsd. over as to the Illinois aids
Win end I. befog a newt* shag
nod deed el Tecompie lrna, termed up them
dis *I west to Work for Ida. See&
lOilhedepotOMObythnser adrie?astlisse dai6 iso4
Lewis Is the cora tied We $11
Lippe sad • avers One day GOWNI teshationrs up belated me as a haven
=
th ear worldly goods lied Is a
es elarted *NM seal sat fartnna
Are cr* or " 1=4 gia a sew
Aso.t • eatabL. I made allcoin lands, and Lan
mats la the emphasis. I In
le sod Lams staid als7eltitre
ts for sham.
bat the %diens moo gam. and
obc. wail" saTtlitng mom =mei le
an woods than larinintli ha& nate'
•Aa4 eie Wet halve UAW diabase be
*bee &*"" odd '3inee !ahem We heal
hoelkey ea& venison, wkleit we shot la the
nods. sod for mks and pie we Wiped
halted in the coals as the hair*.7.171"'sether didn't, have a
trollies threnslik• P'ester her.; ben
rr creoleey els wore herself and on-tesiel for it. to., num* *isn't se
WO III them dam the girl was proud ohs
get a bit at 'alias to melte a mankaa-
ilium would have been more stories-tithe
pied *14 -days whim simplicity reigned in
*Why Need% bee the rasa must lure
stray for the "hcom-vtister aajta
eseefully hews and piled eta a pretty eite
so Go Ma WOW were in their plasm, so4
1
 
t ssw haw via ready Is. the "bragle.•'.
Ts the evcalug "Fidl" Bindle* 44 re-
Mutter, to show thee he eherhthed sebroteght his fiddle sat there WY II
47 Ii the new house, a "tease-warsand the wedding festivities were elmJim" sad Hotor Am 11,1 in
•t5511s,`.1watt the little -house has otbm
widott to it, and a nest picket Nose
mail-kappt orchard and garden wt.
o" bile k pronsisehe atZte
do ty *MA is hes
ad, the "iefair" and ,tile
iirM sem be eel, • spew
tar O•41641011.10 WM.
Bina Ape Creates Big Stir yid
His Jungle Jargon.
Ilemeeeee tie Moot Atilleas Debases II
Mee Meow 'York See by a Costealla
asiriss od doevade Which Arm,
essalois miss evasareeeten.
"Riot, Pek-lc-k-k !Ai- huh." ,
This Irma the Meow *Me Oa/0mo
etas monkey boasts at the New Toed
heagoirkest ps-k. hisliantly there let
"Maws in the cage of the East Atli
Obie baboons oppostte. They throe
Shooeselves simencit their litre bars b
I vela attempt to get se the wicket
Ott* embus., who sits sernaly grtnnin,
at them from the safety of Wafter.
The strangest part of it all is ths
the beach ape'. 'aloe is not at all
What be ow. is in a low tome. TI•
other inombsgs, apes and chimpeossee
mar latutorteB, &stem or whes
sersoog t tee to their hoartl
ionised mad the arty Masi Attics*
baboons pay no attention. The
apt. tabs with his neighbors by t
hour and there in -wetting doing. Bet
when *no hangs heavily on his hands
and the grotesque people of Ifse mar&
key home get doepy, be looks soros&
sit the baboons and exclaims: "HIM,
Pek-le-k-k, Re-bah." And there Is •
row on et ones
Now *se of the policemen has hart
tubed the speech so well that he can
°bossism the snami romper In the
boon tato
Wive* ow the keepers se the son now
went be blow is: "What lb the correct
timairades of "Art, pels-h-k-k. flo•
halt" Ikon Africa. tangle folk."'
It tensaggeoted the w day that
Prof. Meese aoked eh 4 the gar-
den and traciiiiste the Isnies. One
these Zia been agreed on,, that the
sentiessee raters to somethtng show,
roes. Yadleitra or polities. har the lash
boons sot precisely Me zees wiles
same esia yet* at them casenoettfag
liertegatiOry of their views on este sad
Om* fneportane imbibes.
iliDTING SIDEWALK MGM.
Reyes vsseeroceeme ereeewk Inside
Moe Dwee Illsol000ted to ibeeityro
lire "tweets et Pease.
A sawed pion to retiree the congested
mieniftilea of Theis streets has 'cot
been soiliseftesd oe a meeting of promi-
sese whist woe bold to Me-
mo" =tirilbsgrovezneues pew*
lareamegmelpekwa M.. Q.asalongs. a wan.
knows del eagloser, oaggaitod thee
as ismfaerarond movie( sidewalk silm-
Lber to that at the Paris erpositiou
TIO" last samoblarger. consitirwebeilL
Accord/at to bis plan there would bet
itrar pfirtfoesso each inOwtsat at a Mt
Arent mato of speed from the others,
Oho faintest going, at the re* of it miles
as hoer
K. Cametossfe sonvIneed hie heareett
that moth a scheme would be ihIPINPq
than ea eicatrts underground railway%
sad thee it wasnald multiply greatly the
aecommodation of the public. Be sold
be tlici oorreopondeat of the Mislays
Daily ?from
'Tart of ths platfo--in might be gives
op to the ese of beery fel/01W the eft,
gene gataleag both from on "'throb
and • r--% es's, of wew. ONO,
• pewIcri coevortitorst would save
hiesierees of thalami:2de of franca &u-
sually by the reduction sof wear on the
street sorfane. I am mars alas thatt
pelbilei wont', prefer the renter
'Nowell stuffy cars, not to seam**
the eihnination of danger from ash
Deltio"
Plass es& esetasatee of the on
endertakfleg were submitted to the
treetfos voessebere of the mweicipX
seettheire of which reported./
that mere vastly attracted by the
idea •lescarte power tor it.
mook1 ne• prow ton *ratty.
PRIM,' COEDS FAST.
----
oh••••••• wareoreete of Pew. Ato
oloilo rows Poo* too Throe, Doom .•
on Waco,.
Who Dessee Loves, Mortoo, of Iowa.
Nies, lbe4 Who Alice GlicArest Pe-
ters, of beecrortwo and Misa Mabel V
floffronse liftwbeatine, pretty se-
eds of the University of tows, es,
mod is a 1% days' rasa They
dram* asehibeg but water during the
time din were fasting, and by gain4
lies allbOod length of time without,
wading Ihng are to receive 36 pounds
of ohomIlithee CrOdriZi. The girls re-
pcorted ibot "heating is all right
after yeu get used to it," and taco
"poem( mesa who made the wager
With the yereng women hoe& ordered*
the mod/ and are ready to pay their
het.
Th. roans. women spent meta of
Ike sewed day in bed to stays off the
pangs of banger by sleep and into--
Mew and they spent the entire time
at the third day sleeping. At mich
sight they had a orand feast.
dr- •
adermeautes Doetsog
A dispatch to the New York rferald 4
from Parts says: The joarnels an-
alrUllee that M. Ca yams, the first aero-
naut who crossed the Mediterranean
from Mairsellles to Corsica, is *both 
to undertake a an vet daring journey"
K. Claparso, when interviewed, wired:
"The project ethic ill desire to mar,
3ut ami which I have 'audio, with
K. nee.' Resolus and P.aron Berger.
Ike Wester on ph metal geograehy/IM
the flarboons, that E# traversing the
attired, is a balloses. Railing from the
Caaaries and landlerst flee southeast'
a Panama. Ait.t si my steerage bale
loon, I hope todeavett emosterneted next
pear."
AMA etool• llama roast lb* bills.
It will biTipo In dig the lath/Lien
Pohl. tide McKee Tribes...
Phew *in las • Loi fet berg
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Thin -O a wreak -duos at Spreitat
house-s wreak that was fainnerie a pies
et Iditite manhood, with • reseed tandem
Os talk and a wee oa his !mad. The wreck
in question used to be valuted by hie creel-
Hors as Mr. Spooner.
Where, before, all wes.joy, In the h1,0e1
setato; now Is sorrow and woe be Large
twenties and • dilapidated trueese la se
Marks* email pieces.
The bureau in cr .ten arrived In the
Mayflower, ito Sommer used to proudly sr
sail. Unfeeling neighbors used to twine
times sneeringly remark that it bed more
the appeorsace of having come iti the Ark
Rut neighbors will carp and let thior hop
tan through your cabbage-pale to midi
and •bristly freedom, so do will take tiers
3 mews at 50 per mut. demount.
How the bureau cams there was sot tit,
3allject that worried Spovuer just beton
the pall of darkness and buntps method ova+
the happy home. How to gat it ewes was
what agitated hie mind.
Spooner's only ditughter. Cyclone., had.
at least, been so fortunate as to sorrel a
fairies being, who made her he with-suld
She was Cydonia Spooner no longer. It
le set the purpose of the writer W dis
tribute the idea diet, but for this time
• 1 ty Meath of matrimony, Mies liamoser woull
. a hare become more skitadebous. Far Lrou
it! She simply mood, am a Spooner, is
make the mow at three hely eigests loot
, is if attacked by as itemise& sea sad to re
math plaintively thot wthasn's nithice air
earth was not dead, defined around tn.
leo.; that their daughter had smoseded
be committing matrtmoa, be the first'
degree. Mr. sad Mrs. *amaze sinsived 14
4110 the proper and appropriate Wog. After
Mama C4m4kuler Leeeliht, theg amide+ be
preemie her the sawed banana. smear
"bash flustered slosh bidimeed empbeithrosa,
Eke the.. indigesous to as eil bathe
The sawed berths was loathed is the
mooed story of the Spooner domisils. a
lb. "wire" beidocial How to go it down
stare was the quainter.
The • time, several years bakes, wires
asop. the drorman. had raised the pee
&Mon pies* of euraltare to the somal
Refry window, by rayons ef meth reps ant
profanity, was still hash be ligamer's skied
Be remembered that Jaw had treasereil
the human. whith was an anemousir de
trolspod affair ami Mon had measured the
disimay.
"Too orde be the Oahe." was Jaw/ ow
diet.
.. ,b Se withoot any moss him he hod pro
' seeded to bath it up the etch of the bath
tad tatroduth it through a wiaeirer.
But Soother orosiders hisassif a pow be
Ille way of estaaseetretai (tusk be bay tw.
' logged drayome that ever woe, a hairy bar
tor as.f beard sad shamed fie pleas sit
liver fee torryino • theme trunk two
blocks. Ho know witless& nresesurino, We
. the stairs wore wide smog& for the he
fr stns. ifingisheaded and Mono he attodied. - the lagobrions Owe of furaimos to he orssatire apace behroora.* dint of meek piling sod ea thief
W of be.lt. he ossesscied Is wrathm the bead at de stairway, be mite
of th. faet that it samiod essidaeally to
esek Ate thee into tho door. Is Gs dodo
mimed slain le resist Ilse departure.
Geed* ahead he earehr* Mowed the
berets toward himself. The opeethie was
soh' wrest by the trifling atesideat of all
,the • drawees 'dipping set ot me sad the
cam time. sion efl hot tie laid sae bash
lag nem portion of Spossorie poses as
=
Y. a woods& drams, epee hem, ao4
below la the "se of the seals.
they. Tim the end Maiden *rawer 4.
Ed beet the repast order el promo&ionerrm tae...dwg.....7.-=
4/4161nereds= 
e
len forward eves Wm. he
him ms* tasoalik the ads
I the Itaylower heiriooms slipped sad the
ra wank the and -----i
I 
e they t. with a
tad selerity that shied the memos ei
Issas fertilise hontically dews the torriders
of dims
soon' was • talk in ammo el the
Sumas whoa both arrived in ths "Mg" el
Obsession,.
The drawers whist" hal weds, tbotodeletp
s few soon& helms, lay be a confused ham,
with en parade cowers upward to mid
sone the awe hilarious 'pother.
f He landed or all them roman amid ore
Mal saws that essonad to put be an appear
sase for that *maim only, and the en
sham and viaciletive bureau stood @mare
g op ita hoed an his caiveriag eorpstheity
A wild, othied yell, as sharp yet as vol
mainous that It startled the bats out of the
Miaow and brought Mrs. *mow to the
4 hot of the stair*.
"Oh, the precious Surma!" she shrieked
jWbst, oh! what has happestod to it r
,ff Presectly a hitt V0404 ined OP from the
&Mora of the pile where Spomier was do
img a or.„!5fetrost sot beneath the bureau:
"Th4Oeciniss bureau is sainjurod ss
rit." 'id, "'but I am mortally iP0atba
Frig% 'nod at the awful weaken el her
ad by eaLinet ow de demos!'
'illiltemee, bathed beneath a, intelanie of ro
inorivelees furniture and with no Assurance
* 0 so ha leto Mrs. Spooner nth be meet
. Ines. Praseetly she retuned with maga
. tier Kiliar. * his strong sor, she wroth
I
at manhood wee drawn from hosetth Las
soil truttam heirloose of the itoosalcads
Another oseasureunsn t was matiented, and
i ,sei • firmer dooknon of Jana Ike &airman.
A ass vindicated. Th• bureau wadi ve as
• birth.. doer* the "jog." for the stairway
. was mvolt earrower from the,. does.
Vidtheet • word, but with • weribiederk-
blue mole, depicted on ha etisap.o.4
mom and see several Mem eat el %No
oiumh, Spooner, assieted by Hiker, set to
work to twee the Mosso op to the top
U the stairs conis. This they or weeded
be eoesapliebisp, is slue of the Perlorniesi
tairietas a that authors orthodox them
If drawers.
4 
_this Spiess ethe It ever., turd over,
s eta, jr11th the neeth` ds sid, he hat...se
ort s ihoolent on Ice o rdoweill.
With • thole of thesest demist My ono
rgspeomodic hush to he paatolocos. stow
0 15'• slipoing sway firma the sheath of leis
1 ow rear succeeder botlea. Spocosor peeled
lee herein, "OW thoroogilly frigiothol, oat
ward, and it hurd 4 through the Mr like
toe fight of a brims- sobbed meteor. With
A crash, it loaded sa the store-dosethep,
two stogies below, ad was bathing but •
innick 81 Its former oreadeur.
Col. Whargasse's Mathis dog, of the
.i ibiestoleggol . permeable, had, but a aro-
Meat laths. been 'sawing as overshoe
pa the doorstep. Now he My under the
bureau-.--osly a amino .rasalleatioa, a Wry
grease-mot.
Cyelonia get no wedding poseent from her
parent.; *mar got nothing MO a dories
c. besortawat el humps; and shriek:the assi
• bin be ll1. said to borArs valise el the
hits deg. Ti. all ad ir1w4 he elthirgated
P. much piontreeste Pious that he sae a
'tooth Slat be the seer Matinee.
Mleere/y/s 41mal ipseserl--Geoll LW
41siees ___ -
I itaavikas ryaottee That Is tadelalid
IA by llama Young Peoples is
Peemerivo.ala.
At Shamokin. Pa.., some queer cos-
Mos have survived the march of prog
rams among the Poles and Russians.
Gm of these observances is ".with-
big day." It is a favorite day for
bashInl lovers, for ewiftness of limb,
wither than eloquence of tongue, cop-
lures the belles of the 'roman:tufty,
sive an eastern exchange.
....Por days the man has been in trait,.
lag for Oa*, run of Ids life, while the
amide adjure corsoto and rub lini-
ment oat their kneecap' every night
ere wooing islunther. Finally this
morning of "switeNtiog day" arrives.
The man sees before him all the maid-
ens of his village. He may take his
pick. All he must do la to catch and
switch sold du ch with water the one
a his ch.:dos-410 maid whom he
would have for his wife. If she is
fleeter of font than he and escapes
gibe is free. If the man is beloved Of
his quarry she seldom gets away,
though his firth are clad In leads.
"Switching day" at Saamokis is
tester Sunday, when all the lain and
lathes a the country round about
gather at the town for the &Maid
mooting A girl's starting to run is
sosepted as • token that she is not
averse to her pursuer. The youth's
start is steepled as a proposal, and
no =titer what misfortune may be-
tall life quarry he must provide tar bar
all tbe days of hi. future Rio
Pathetic ladeod was the Must:shoe
id this feat bathe oath of Susan Man-
bolt who was by all odds the hand-
Mimes% girl in the Russian avionics
fer many miles about. Sh• was tall
and slender and her eyes were were
blue. She was crowned with follies
bah, which grew in dainty rinelots
sloes tapas her head. Mite Kaaba
bad more atdtors than elm could so-
soot. and she was vary coy. reet of
foot, tlie maid had, since orriving el
• marriageable age, passed one
"toviviking (kr in safety without the
giving of her promise.
Mae Maabok untV wen as the re.
sent feetival osesaion bad rocceeded
ha octshatitticing all her pursuers.
Many were the races she had run, bet
newer had a twitch or a pais of wither
looms within reaching distanss of hos
tim form. It wire than that Andrewinsicy, a shrewd young man. vat*
Led purposely waited until Mhos Man.
bolt had become fatigued, gam shoes.
Of darted the maid. sad idler hew
aged the pursuer.
Down the railroad teeth they
seabed, alit unheeding. So sashed
were both eontestaate-the man roe-
wing foe a wife, the girl for libertp-
diet the approach of a train was sae
notieed. The engine tooted thallIkr
and at he blase Mies Itaabok.
Ogbied, seembisli Led tell upon the
pia Both of Ur logs were oat of
beiwor tho booth, but the dos
the Sea And Kehinsky, 
r 
be. of her being • 'ripple. doeshitree
Ilia* be will keep WA woe
leer lee* •• thee :Ilds le
Is the nesee's oars.
LOVE BALLS IN SHAN I.:TATES.
lialleao anA tatepostiog Dtveseacea
Amara Teams Paths in M.-
ass. Cowles.
Fred W. Carey barn mosarly bees
traveling through an almost unknows
part of the Chinese Than states, which
between Chios proper and &Lomeli.
In the account of hie journey. which
be recently road before the Royal
Geographical society, he epoks most
favorably of the woman of the tons-
lir7, though his opinion of the men is
sot as flattering, says the Now Yorh
*a.
I. their facts and figura. be sari.
the. Shone resemble the Ja,parrese,
and 'the women are, to say the least,
just as unconventionol and fascinating.
There the resemblance ends. The nes
are tory, good-for-nothing fellows. who
sever work unlace they are absolutely
*Wired to do so. The women toil dot-
big the rammer in the rice 110.144 and
speed their time when at home is
weaving (sloth and in household dir-
ties. They wear a very pretty oos.
lamb, including a long whits pettl-
sost, which is much more becoming
than the ugly mbehapan trousers of
%ha Chines* wombat.
Mr. Carey doe:riles a diversion of
the yoong people which very much to-
tweeted him. As ho passed through
lite= the girls often providedwith oottoe ma balls.
which they eon love boae, and many
dines he was pelted with the.. tom
missiles. Ho says they woo* of 'bourse
sot intended to convey any massage
to him. bat a4 the %Meath** which
take piece dieing New Tithes these
adored WU boor a eery important
part to Our. Oa thew cbcossices north.
boy mall be more signifithart to a
muss mita, for the is vary oarefal to
throw it oaly to this partioular young
can whom elm woad marrp.
yrhus she espreasee her prefer-sem for
Jae or &so or of the evesins. If the
man etheites the ball, the fool
rangsure indication that he wishes
to wed tbo girt and the
might as well be assoua=nen
Bet if he misses the ben, the hot %-
Seater that he does not reeiproaate
the affection the maiden desires to
give Wm, and sh• must find a lower
shavebere. At .IT other time, the gain*
O amply a so..d• of flirtations whom
Om maiden or roan who fails to catch
tho ball must pity a forfeit to the
thrower
011eital Corm.
The queen's footmen wear wire
which have eight rows of eerie, wiser,.
as those of the prince of Wale* are
loweot swine Yews. and those ei
lord simper a Lereina are Iltywt ••//
EJLINIR9 iCILLID FOR D
new York ihsosers ObLiered to Pao
psoo flosualiso
ea a Rag Veers.
Jobe Bendrieknoe, • breeder of
homy cattle, mostly Guernseys sad
Jerseys, living near Pleasant Valley,
on the Combo:eon turnPike from
Whit. Lake to Newburg, N. Y., ro-
small found four of Ids finest young
heifers in Atm field, an riddled with
charges of buckshot, whirth had en-
bused the bodies just behind the foes
lee.
Neighbors reported that hunters
from New 'York, who bad beet stay-
ing at White Lake had passed over
his farm in quest at partridge, and
that rime had been beard ha the
vicinity of the field where the cattle
were at posture.
The dead heifers were the finest
specimens of the Hendrickson herd,
and it occurred to the owner as he
wills examining the wounds that
killed theta that they 'bore a strong
resemblance to does by rearms of
their delicately formed lirn-ba. Ho
wee seised with the idea that they
bad been mistokes for deer by the
hunters.
Hendriokson 000t to White Lake,
but found that the throe men be
wanted had gate. He ascertained
their DIMAS and *Admires& in Now
York and after 000sidsrable diffieuity
located them. He has Julie returned
after soiling. them, and as a result
of his visit he is $600 Amber than
when le went to the etty.
FIDDLES WITHOUT HANDS.
tweak eiftwetack et Atilassea. Ta., *verse
oession aosisalassir isiocasocues-
table DiSloaltiose.
Atlanta, a small tows swath of
Bloomington, ill., has In Prank Claw-
son a fiddler whom chief bid for
fame lies in the diet that he is wit:v.
oil hands. Clevroon has boss,* per-
former on the violin since boyhood,
and his 'WU was such that be was in
demand at every crourrtry denim in
that part of the oountry. Several
years ago tie was caught in a bile-
seed and both hands were so badly
troth& that they were amputated at
the wrist. Supposing that his ha-
Mug day. were over, the old Imotrue
mast was Mid away by 'Ale *was.
The old-time longing to bring oat
music became toe atroag to be re-
stated. and ha sonathrod lb. omits'
idea of playing without hoed& Ho
made i thou-Ivan** out of heavy
wire, which enabled him to wield the
bow. The matter of fingertag was
store difficult but , by bard prootios
he trained the stump of his left hand
to maim the nothosary shifts from
ono otriag to another, and from per.
shims to position- With the fiddle
bald I. plasm by kis akin and Irno.s.
add whk She help of his lino.,
▪ Clawspos manages to pia.
searly as astral se case as farm...ly.
• YOUTHFUL ORANDNA.
ileso Osiscseola. at Soma Pails,rm..
01111.11Ma Oho Ilkoesie. tom Me
ilerthweas.
--
A grandmother or.ti la the moor! of
Kra. Jamas P. Coriedon, of lows Palle,
I.... who &atm, the diotiaction sf lasing
the yotingest grandmother la the sa-
tire aortb wart is hoping to be a
great-grandmothor by the time alas
I.
Mr and Mrs Corlatint were mer
tied in Ohio 11 years ago, Mrs. Carletos
being only 11 years old when she was
wooed, won and led to the altar by her
yeutlfut eshoolmats. Leas thee twe
years later, when only le years of age
oho bethatie a mother. The tendency
toward rano mar eta for is th e.Ca reams
Iamilj was tranomittod to the chuck
ter, and two years soo,at the age of 14,
she was married. Last week she by-
same a mother.
Until recently James P. Carleton was
postmaster at Tows Falls, but • dew
menthe ago he and his wife remeved to
At. Paul, Minn., where their daughter
and grandchild reside.
Morovaoat row noopiettan the user...
A promising movement has been
started in Virginia for the benefit of
the negro population. The idea °rig
hissed with Dr. R. E. Jonee, of Rich-
mond, and several prominent and
wealthy neernes are associated with
hint. The first of the prop000d set-
&hotelmen will be established near
Itichmoad. Pinto of ten acres each
will be laid off, nod upon each will
be erected a four-roomed log cabin
of antique etyle Them plots will be
sold too' easy Installments plans to
negroeo anxious to bettor them.
selves. They will be gives prastioal
and sythestatic nistruotion in farm-
ing, an experienced expert from the
institio e at Hampton being earoged
as bast •ortor.
'UK MAI 'It&r.oPottfuL iltAIN NOR&
teams Ott Information ortatalno to
Oialliaary Dopartos s-tiomo
Riceileat DLe a.
Altuninum hi DON beIIug used OM -
*naively as a material for toilet arti-
stes. It ham advantaged, uver tares
or being light in weig I and never
tarnishing, while it cost leas and cab
be treated in an equally artistic' mom
tier, says Boston Budget.
With a can of deviled barn one can
work wonders sometimes if one he
1 reliable cue to begin toieristimis.
For instance, have a small can of it
and mix it through two gills of cream
whipped stiffly. Add to this, too, a
rill ot consomme in which is dis-
solved half an ounce or even less
gelatine. Put this into paper cases
er into little china melds and set
en ice for as long a time as neces-
sary, or longer, and unmold when
serving.
OW potatoes should always be
placed over the stove ht eokl water
and new potatoes in boiling water
Let tba old potatoes stand in ice we
ter for an hour or two after peeling
and before cooking.
Epicurean butter is served with
grilled meats, etc. To make it, put
two tablespoonfuls of fresh buttes
in a small bowl, and work into it
thoroughly with the point of a sib
rer knife a mixture of cayenne,
mixed herb powder, minced parsley,
lemon juice and mushroom powder.
When this is accomplished, set it OD
the ice, and as soon as solid stamp ih
bite eainty pats: Dot these aboui
the meat in serving.
A delicious sandwich is made by
spreading thin ovals of bread with
equal parts of finely chopped celery i
and walnut meats, mixed with
shopped olives and a little mayon-
seise.
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
from the stone spirally, as one peels
an apple, being careful not to let it
break. Then make a tiny ball of the
ailing and fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is often
need in doughnuts and fried drop
cakes, causing the dough to burst out
m very irregular bubbles on the
edge, which soak fat and make the
doughnuts heavy and unshapely.
• pure cream of tartar baking pow-
lier makes the dough rise slowly, as
the gas is not all liberated simply by
moisture. Therefore, if you would
have the best results, either put the
biscuit into an oven of moderate
rather than intense heat, that they
may have time to rise before a brown
/trust is formed, or /et them stand
len minutes to rise, and then put
them into a hot oven.
Creamed chicken or creamed sweet.
breads may take the plum of creamed
oysters, and are really more whole-
some and more easily procured. Par-
boil, the sweetbreads and pick them
apart; to each pal allow was can of
mushrooms washed and chopped fins.
Stir these into a piat of cream sauce.
Whore chicken is used, to each throe
pounds a chicken that has been most
sarettilly boiled and cat int* dim al-
low • can of mushrooms and a pint
se cream eatica
edam a Proatglotbe 'russet.
A bold, rentarkaltle project% In re.
sehing attoutice among Thomism es-
tiptoe. it is proposed to oonetrnet'
a tunnel under the main shahs of the
Cauemans mountain+. *rem a point 41
exiles wroth of Vladikavkaa. The tas-
sel will be 113 miles loss and coral
Re.000,60n. As soon as the Trans-Bi-
berion railway is finished, h is be-
lieved,. this 'Catoossian tunnel, which
he. the warm support of the war.
wiU be economies:ed. From $ military
and thotmereial point of view the
work will be of seat Importance, as
the oaly direst eommunicatious with
limae-Catiesuila frets southern Russia
In by as ordinary road from MAUD.
Rotas S. Idea
ealkocias to Oahe..
• year ago there were SAMS publla
shoots he Cabe. wrik MAO etindlreea
Plow Aare are moon odesei sibe.
area eel sew sabaols sot baled
1ollb
FASHIONABLE FEMININITY.
- - 
attraistive restores of Motets and
Gowen tor autwales Womb-ft&
ewes et Pleasseca.
Apropos of rodeo* it may not be
amiss to hint that a robarn of the
pannier overskirt is persistently
threatened, says a fashion authority.
A very stunning outing hat for
swimmer shows a felt crown and •
Straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scarf.
White waist* are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tucks, and insertions with.
sit number.
White with a touch of brilliancy
lent by Persian embroideries is •
eonspicuons favorite of the best de
signers, rind daring bite of contrast
make a feature of Paris gowns
Loire flounces are once more the
height of fashion, and handsome
gowns are again made with two or
%roe of these counted on a sati•
fomidation for the skirt,.
Red milks are to enjoy a great
mgiie during the corning season
they are either shot with white co
save •n irregular pattern. are in
;we shades of red, or are in red and
There is • new Chino silk which
listinguiehed by perpendicular line•
)1 °lieu work. like drawn work. with
rls'ntv ititerwnvert design. Thai I.
sap, ••inily 'attrectlye with yoke *no
leep mitten-shaped coffs of lace, the
are threaded with narrow velvet rib
ion in any color desired.
This is to be a season of mires
4ofte a numbii ot the new twirl
mutate are mede with frills down th•
'rant. sometimes a single narrow on'
Pil the edge of the lap, sometimes a
)road riffle end tionetir-em two. end
'acing opposite ways. so full as in
form a *brit and concealing the fas
••nirg 'if the bodies..
Keep the Mather Toulon sad Happy
'Phis charming power to throw av.ai
for the moment the denditions whict
seep us from fun ought not to belong
it:elusively to babies. We took out-
',geom. liberties with mother's sweet
Wee when we lay cooing in her arms
Ind she was the happiest of women it
einsequence. Is it ntat a pity thai
through our years of necessary train-
tag we should forget the trick P'
playing with her ty the time we ar•
-own? No girl, I am sure, could pos-
dble misinterpret ma Into meaning
that we are to turn 4obe. ataidaters-
lions into foolish -I mile What I
Realty mean is that fnsany matters
would be improved 114 sense at humor
Ins tr000mplish girl. -s
Mod its light upon sad this...
ralppllso. he isdiadraillas iseossi
etriskor man sloth the Mantorten 41/
Chagrins la tba Units& !Matto
intattray Pootal Servile*.
Million, ad people are complaints.
nowadays Of being taxed financially,
but an army of men in the employ
of Ullekb Sam are burdened with a
mental practice unheard of, as re-
gards extent, in any other country of
the world. Things that a eallway
postal clerk must remember have in-
creased in such volume that one would
think orery cell of his brain would
to tilled with the name of a post office
it railway connection, add the won-
der is tun the clerk's mind does not
falter under the pressure. Despite
tkpair fasts cases of insanity among
Shim chum of public servants i e rare,
says the Chicago Record-Herald.
One Chicago postal clerk maintained
for several years a record of 21,004
cards (which take the place of letters
an examinations) with an average per
+sent. of correct distribution of a tram
tion over 99 per eent. He knew how to
reach that many offices in several
states by the shoi test, quickest route,
and he knew the correct location of
oath office in its ate.
A clerk on the New York and Chi-
sago railway port office must know
the correct location ofevery.post of-
fice in a group of states made up o,"
Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, Indiana
Minneeota, Sou‘h Dakota and Ne-
braska. In theme seven states there
are 12,217 post offices. Not only is the
clerk required to be "up" on the ren-
eral scheme, whit h means the cot vet
location of the poet offices in each
state, but be must know how to reach
the whole 12,000 post offices from one
or more station..
A clerk running between Chicago
and Minneapolis underwent no fewer
than 78 examinations in 16 years,
learning 13,306 offices in 15 different
sections of the United States. In
some of the examinatiolth be was re-
quired to make a Chlcago city distri-
bution, which means that while run-
ning over the country at the rate of a
mile a minute he must distribute let-
ters to the carriers of the Chicago de-
livery. He must know not only where
every public bulling and leading men.
esntile house is located, but also how
to divide the nes:Ames on a particu-
lar street so that he can Tie outdhis
letters to the co- rect carrier, accord.
Jig to the route of the latter. This
same clerk made 13 examinations In
ten months, with an average correct
distribution of it .88 per cent. In 20
examinations he came out of nine of
them with a clear 100 per cent. each.
Think of such • task, taking into
consideration the, puzzling similarity
of names that ere used to designate
poet offices! Thos too, must be con-
sidered the feet est theta are hun-
dreds of cases were in each state is
a post ones of the same name. For
Instance, in the states named above
there are Ave post offices named Ham-
ilton, six Grants, fopr Garfield., four
Geneva., four limithvillea frier Spar-
tea and Ave Jeffersons, and so on.
in some instances there is a post of,
dee at the same name in each of the
seven Mateo. A. one may imagine.
this only tends to confuse the average
mind
THE MOUNTAIN LION.
- —
rue IlLwetab-ms d- b 1 •
rack„er of coo reibeednew
Has -I t • Fie&
From a story in St. Nicholas we
gip this description of the old-time
mountain bon:
There was • t me when the Amen-
tan mountain lion was one of t'a
most formidable animals in the world.
The cat is the masterpiece of nature;
sea awe moan arm «on was see as one
moth terribly armed and powerful of
tat cat Tammy. is was a compact
mass of hard and tough muscle and
gristle, with bones of iron, strong
Jaws, sharp teetio and claws like
steel penknife-blades. It was
prodigiously strong, lithe, and quick.
covered with a mail-coat of loose akin
that was as tong!i as leather.- It had
the temper of a ddmon, and was in-
satiabiy bloodthirety. Withal, it had
the proverbial nire lives of the cat
tribe.
Against such en animal it was
hopeless to match dogs. It was said.
In the school-booketf 40 years ago,
that "three British mastiffs can pall
down a full-grown Asiatic limn" Per-
haps they could; but they would have
been sorry of they had tackled a full-
frown American mountain lion of
that time. He was not to be "pulled
down" by anything; and if he had
Imes. "polled down," that was exactly
the position In widch he fought best
With his back protected by the earth,
and all four fearfully armed paws fly-
ing free, aided by his terrible teeth,
and a body so strong that it could
not be held in any position-well,
when he was "down" was the time
that he was most "up?'
He once was found in all the Rocky
mountain regions, from the jaguar
haunted tropical forests of the ex.
treme south to the home If the
northern winter blizsard; but he at
tatted his greatest sire and ferocity
on the subtropical plateau of north-
ern Mexico, New Mexico and Arisone.
These animals are no longer what
they were. The tourist or hinter of
to-day cannot hoar to fine any of the
old-time power i r ferocity
Oilers ass tea Royal Realities.
As his children attained the age of
ten King Edward bed everything con-
serning them which appeared in the
newspapers• pasted into albums, and
these Were handed-otter to them whits
they reached years of discretion. The
prince of Wider however, began at the
beginning, and Path el his oklkIrea
hes a volume of sielrepeper trattimots
dating from the ilsz ad IA/Qt.—ad
See Chronicle
BILK CITINITRE PLANS
liscrotary Wilson to En‘ourage
velopment of the Industry.
aak Conseeed• e*rt AU,UUU gar *14
Parease rrellimaiaitry issetind
InvortIgatton of What Can Bo
Dona tn Vatted Stators.
Secretary Wilson, of the department
sif agriculture, is determined to re-
sive interest in the cultivation of sill'
worms and mulberry trees in tht
United States, and the sum of 140.000,
which he has asked congress to give
him to develop silk culture ta the
United States for a preliminary test
an investigation, will be spent with
• view of interesting every man and
woman in the country who has scone
spare time for the work in the planting
of mulberry trees and the care of illk
worms.
If the appropriation asked for is
panted Secretaiy Wileon will turn his
attention first tot _e south, on iteeu,Int
of th• large amount of cheap la -`or
1.• procured there. Ittbe results
be the south are at all sati.factory
t n the men. women and e.,u the
children will be appealed to by the goo
ernment to lend a hand in establishing
• new industry.
"After congress authorises the
start," said Secretary Wilson, "I shall
be ready to furnish the necessary sup-
plies to anyone wishing to make the
experiment of silk culture. The work
is about all clone in the spring, and if
my plans carry, by next spring every
Member of congress will t AV! at hid
dispoeel 60 mulberry trees to be given
away to hie constituents. I think it
likely that I shall oall upon Booker
T. Washington to help me at the start
through his great Industrial school
at Tinker**, Ale He is ready there
I. take hold of the experiment and
to much in a short time in educating
the people in silk culture.
"So far as I am concerned, I know
silk culture can be made a success in
this country. People laughed at me
when I said the beet sugar Industry
would be a success, but it is • success,
and the total yield this year will be
100,000 tons of sugar. We are grow-
ing excellent tea plants In this mum
try' th-day and preparing tea for the
market in an absolutely clean way-
that is, in steel cylinders and without
the tramping of perspiring cheap !abet
upon the leaves. The Yankee can sur-
mount almost any obstacle, and he illb
modiately improves almost any Ides
as industry he imports."
WANTS ISLE'S COINS CHANGED
Satins °oversee et Hawaii error
merteem Money for Vot to
the
Authority for the conversion of an
Hawaiian silver .11 into correspond--
hag come of the Tithed Antes and
numberthe Immigration of a limited er.
Chinese laborers conditioned u n
their engaging In agricultural pursuits
volr dueng their residence in the ter-
ritory and their return to their own
so-intry upon ceasing to he farmers are
the chief reoommendations of H. N.
Cooper, setine governor of Hawaii, in
his annual repo-%,
irrNe prosperity of the Island& accord-
tag to the better governor, depend, on
She suocesettil and economical produe
lion of sugar. "The employment of
Chintuie and Japanese by the planters,*
be says, "never has and never will In-
barters with either American skilled or
ens-skilled labor, but if an ample supply
at desirable labor can be obtained It
means millions of dollars spent for an a-
shi nery. building materials, tools. steel
and Iron and other supplies of Amen-
eon na ann facture."
New Jersperts Pare Food Law.
What is said to be the strictest pure
food law in the United States haa just
gone into effect in New Jersey. Its
enforcement has been intrusted to
the New Jersey board of health. Un-
der it the office of state dairy com-
missioner has been abolished and hie
duties have come under those of the
Wei food inspector. There will he
• large number of deputies scattered
all over the state. Everything that
son come into use for human con-
sumption se food or drink jet included
under the law. The inep-odion will
even take in canned goods. It does
sot matter whether these or anything
else Is manufactured of put up out-
side the state or in it, they are liable
to come under the ban of the law if
the analysis to be made from time to
time shows them to be unfit for hu-
man food.
Dleprove• Kart Theory.
Positive signs of tuberculosis have
appeared in the cow that was inocu-
lated with germs by Dr. George D.
Barney, of Brooklyn. several days
ago. Dr. Barney will permit the
signs to become more pronounced
and will then kill the cow and hold
an autopsy. Dr. Barney Is now ear.
lain that he has disproved Dr. Koeb's
theory that human tuberculosis and
bovine tuberculosis are not intercom
monioable. Dr. Barney said last
might that he had no doubt that the
autopsy to be performed would
prove beyond doubt the fallacy of Dr
Koch's theory.
Pell o s ta British ladies Jails.
No fewer than 587,884 prisoners
were in the prisons of British India
In 1899-1900--en Increase of 02,06
ever the number for 1991. Of this
hums total only 24 156 were female'',
stotilels le a smaller proportion than
In western countritc
flift of a Bridge&
• now form of benefaction to •
Wei. Ragland town is that taken in
"..h• gittl•f Franc • flake& of New
I orb. tic haAl gives lderthdald
Ream. a ais..soc lad 14*,
This Week
We are se/ling oate box of Reza11 Tal-
cum Powder and one bar of Reza11
Soap for 25c. The 'regular price is
s5e and toe respectively,
Every Package Guaranteed.
McPHER.SON'S
DRUG STORE
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city.
Phones No. iflo.
Cor. 4th and Broadway,
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.'
Tuesday Morning, July II, loos.LWANTCOLUMN
FOR RENT—Three-room cottage.
Apply to I.33s 'nimble street.
FOR • RENT— Nice!), furnished
room. Apply 622 Jefferson. Phone
173s.
WANTED--Four lady solicitors.
Apply 3 P. In Friday, July atth, at
Great Pacific Tea & Coffee company.
ESTRAY HORSE—I5;4 hands,
four years old, bay horse, four white
feet. Return to Abe Livingston, Pa-
ducah, JCy., and receive reward.
FOR SALE—Combination safe in
good condition. Call at iao South
- 
_saw- Thillkstacet.
LOST—Lady's small purse contain-
ing aro bill and gold ring with topaz
set. Finder return here for reward.
WANTED—Boy /7 years old, home
from school, wants employment for
July and August.-Office or business
house. Henry, this office.
FOR RENT—Advertiser has thiree
rooms suitable for housekeeping that
he will rent if he can do so in next
Jew days. Rooms on first , floor,
square and half from Broadway. Ad-
dress B. P., this office.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
dwelling, seven rooms, hive recep-
tion hall,•hot and cold water, good
ota buildings, nice yard with shade
amts. WH sell on terms to mit par-
teaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
934 North Seventh street. New
Obese NO. 630.
tosirsr
Lemoi? Chill Tonic
For th'Ikt Tired Feel-
ing, Loss oT Appetit2i
Nervous Depres sion
and Spring Fever.
Guaranteed to cure
Chills and Fever. For
sale by All Drug Stores
Price 50c per Bottle.
r-174
WATER NOTICE.
PATRONS OF THE WATER
COMPANY SHOULD REMEMBER
THAT THEIR RENTS EXPIRED
JUNE 30. THOSE WHO DE-
SIRE TO RENEW THEM
SHOULD DO SO BEFORE IT IS
FORGOTTEN, AS ALL PREMISES
NOT PAID ON QR BEFORE THE
TENTH OF JULY WILL BE
SHUT OFF.
CHEAP COAL. In July and August
we can fill your coal house with beat
screened lump, lIc; best screened nut,
toe per bushel. This is special prise
by mines for sixty days only. Take
advantage of it and phone us your
order. Coal must be put in house be-
fore last day of August.
NOBLE & YEISER.
Electric Light Notice.
All bills are due and payable at the
'office of Ole company, 120 South
Fourth ‘treet. Current will be dis-
continued if bills are not paid on or
before July ro.
PADUCAH cm, RAILWAY.
Plumbers Notice.
- Bids will be r•ceived on the 15th of
July by Da Harry Williamson for
fernishing and installing heating plant
and tarts at McKinley school house.
Plans can be seen at office of Sopt.
Leib, High tchool
Paducah Public School 13oard
Lumber for Sale.
Special price of too° per hundred
for rough fence plinkets; house fram-
ing lumber $7.5o to $12.oe per thou-
sand; dry stove wood foot lengths
21 75 cents per had. Telephone 107.
J. W. RIGLESSERGER & BRO.
Personal Mention:
Mr. E. Reldropf went to St. Louis
Sunday wad will return today.
Mr. Milton Sanchez left yesterday
for Fulton and Cairo.
Miss Suzanne Jorgenson, of Ev-
aesville, arrives the last of this week
to visit relatives.
Miss Fannie Carney and Miss Maud
Cairinat have gone to Dawson for a
tnrec weeks' sojourn.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Bloom and Mrs.
Schwartzenberger leave tomorrow for
St. Louis where they will be joined by
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred C. Einstein and
children and go to Mackinac. Mich.,
to remain until September.
. Miss Mabel Mitichell has returned
from sojourning at Dawson
Mrs. S. Mitchell andalaughters Ina
and Edili are at Dawson, for a sojourn
Mr. and Mrs. Ivo Pettit have re-
turned from a stay at Daass.in.
Mg. Robert L. Reeves has gone to
Louisville on business.
Mrs. William G. Gilbert, Misses
Marjorie Crumbaugh. Mary Boswell
and Florence Pell returned Sunday
from Evansville.
M. 1. C. Follia of Bowling Green,
Ky., is visiting his daughter, Mrs.
W. V. Eaton:`
'Me. and Mrs. Alben Barkley re-
turned yesterday from Mayfield, the
latter having been there visiting for
some time, while Mr. Barkley went
down Saturday to accompany her
home.
General Secretary ;Blake Godfrey
expects to leave today for Lake Ge-
neva, Wis., to attend the gathering
of Y. C. A. Wkirkers.
Mr. Samuel Skinner has returned
From a drumming trip to Tenessee.
Miss Floy Pendley goes to Dawson
today for a several weeks sojourn.
Mrs. Dr. C. E. Whitesides has re-
turned from sojourning at Bon Aqua
Springs, Tenn.
' Ds-. and Mrs. D. G. Muntebi are now
visiting in Washington, where they
went from Virginia.
Mk Frank Maniz went to Dixon
yesterday.
Dr. W. C. Eubanks and wife and
child left last evening for Dixon
Springs, Ill., for a week's !sojourn.
Miss Jane Ratcliffe, of the county,
went to Dawson yesterday.
Mr. Arlin Wabb left yesterday for
Clarksville, Tenn.
Mrs. Dr. Henry 'alley left .5unday
for a visit of two eeks in Louisville.
; tMlr. H. A. Rose has gone to Buis's-
ville, Ark., on business.
Mr. Joe Rothschild has returned
from Dawson.
Dan-
silk, to visit her son, Captain
Susan Kell has gone to 
Lon Ke41
Mr. Tl
Fulton •
Mr.
ret
CHEAP COAL Pri July and August
we can fill your coal house with hest
screeneiLlurnp. tont best screened nut,
roc per Mushel. This is special price
by nes for salty days male Take
sdvatItage of it and phdsqe us yoisr
order. Coal must Se put in euse be-
fore last day of August.
NOBLE & YBI ER.
Scopes
endry
Mann Pike, the
' front Chicago.
• Mew John 13ebout left Sunday for
a rour1 trip to Cincinnati on the
Rees lee.
Mr. j'e Waters, the I. C. pipe-fit-
ter, ho gone to visit in Chicago a
few da••a
Aftra- David Wright and daughter
have gane to New Albany, Ind., to
visit.
Dr Felix Porter, of Shawnee, Ok.,
is here en route to Paris, Tenn., ac-
companied by his wife, formerly Miss
Dumas. Hs formerly lived here.
'Mk. Edward Snyder, of Kennett,
Mo., has returned after visiting his
aunt, 
 Mr,. Alex Patton, of South
Third street.
Mr. Jamie Brooks is here from Mis-
sissippi for a ifew days visit to his
parents, Dr. and Mira. J. G Brooks.
'Mr. Charles 'Hinkle left yesterday
for New York to be joined kiter by
his wife and chikt, and Mrs. Harry
Hinkle.
Alderman E. E .Bell returned Sun-
day from a trip up the Tennessee
river.
Mr. flatlet Ellis went to Dawson
yesterday.
Mir. Leopold Goodman has return-
ed from ,a several weeks' stay at
Springfield,. III.
Lawyer Clarks Grassham has gone
to Dover, Tenn., on businese.
Mrs. Dr. C. E. Purcell has gone
to Sa bens, Livingston county, to
spend the gummier with her parents,
Mk. and Mrs. Mi. GrassInam.
Mks H. K. Berry has arrived from
Morganfiel.c1 to reside, her husband,
Rev. Berry, dying last week
sa 
At pres-
ent the is with her sister, Mrs. Ed-
ward Wheeler, of South Thirteenth
street.
'Mrs. Dalia Grasser, of St. Louis,
hal returned home after visiting the
families of Me-twit Charles Houser
and Williatetucker.
City Engineer L. A. Washington
returned yesterday from Virginia,
where he accompanied his family,
who will spend the sumaner.
Mr. and Mts. W. G. B. Hutson, of
Bardtwell, are visiting Mr. and Mts.
Thomas Scopes the latter of whom
has returned from Fulton.
Mr. Jahn Schaorner, of Mt. Vernon,
Ina, is visiting 'Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Puts.
Misses Mary Kerr, of Dyersburg.
Tenn., will arrive tomorrow to visit
Mks. Robert II. Phillips, at her home
i• Arcadia.
141r. James Quinn returned from
Mayfield yesterday.
.Measors. Roy Ballowe and George
Holliday went to Dawson yesterday.
Mr. John Adkins left yesterday for
a sojourn at Dawson.
'Mks_ 
_Wheeler Campbell 
- visitipg
relatives in St. Louis.
;Da C. E. Purcell will return to-
morrow from Salem, Livington coun-
ty.
returned from
tinner, has
Phone Franchise
BOUGHT YESTERDAY BY LAW-
YER HENRY HUGHES
FRIOM CITY.
Mayor Yeiser Advocates Making the
Cumberland Do Something—
Knoxville's Trouble.
•
Yesterday morning shortly after to
o'clock at the door of the city hall,
Mayor Yeiser offered at public auc-
tion the telephone franchise that had
been ordered put up for the benefit of
the Cumberland Telephone company,
but that concern had no bidder pres-
ent, as Lawyer Henry Hughes, the
legal representative of the Cumber-
land people, bought in the grant, but
said it was for the Morganfield, Ky.,
Telephone camaany in which he holds
stock. Mr. Hughes bought the grant
for $20 and then deposited a $to cer-
tified cheek with Mayor Yser to
show good faith in the transaction.
There was only one .caber bidder p1-es
eat, he.bearg Hon. Mike Oliver, the
lawyer of Benton, who bid $t5 at the
outset, he representing the Marshall
County Independent Telephone com-
pany. Mr. Hughes bid $20 and no
further -prices being offered it was
knocked down to lain.
..The sale is subject to ratification
by the legislative boards of the city
and probabilities are that they will
reject same, as the sum offered for
the grant is too small. Yesterday at
the sale it was claimed that it was
fcund that somehow there had been
s'anitted from the franchise ordinance
that clause in every other similar
measure, stipulating that the purchas-
er of the grant could not buy same
for less than $50o.
When the Cumberland Telephone
company was recently compiled to
pay the t-ity something like $3,7oo to
satisfy indebtedness the municipality
had against it for back taxes, licenses,
etc., it was agreed that a franchise
should be put up for them, they' hay-
ing almost: operated here -without
any. When the ordinance authoriz-
ing disposal of the grant to them was
diawn up it stipulated that they could
not charge more than $2.50 for busi-
ness phones and $aso for residence
connections. The company now gets
$4 for business 'and $.2.5o for residence
therefore refused to bid on dais grant
yesterday. After du sate Mayor Yea
sei stated that the Cumberland peo-
ple should surely be made to take a
franchise as they have always done
business without one, and it should
be forced on them.
A city official stated yesterday that
although the Cumberland company's
lawyer bought in the grant and claim
ed it was for the Morgarifiekl peciple,
still he believed it Was actually
bought with intent of u-mg and arena
ferring it to the Cumberiand People,
should the municipality carry into the
courts the question of the Cumberland
having no grant.
It seems that Knoxville, MM., is
having the same trouble with the Gum
berland people that Paducah is, as a
dispatch from that eitys yesterday
stated us follows:
"The East Tennessee Telephone
company, whom the citiy charges has
no franchise in this city, bas secured
an injunction in the federal court en-
joining the city against interfering
with its business in this city, and al-
leging dial it has a franchise, and asks
the privilege that it be permitted to
ahow the same at the proper time.
Ailing People
COLONEL GUS G. SINGLETON
HAS RETURNED FROM
LOUISVILLE.
Mrs. Elizabeth Wheeler Very Low,
Being Stricken With Paralysis
While Visiting in Texas.
Colonel Gus G. Singleton returned
last evemng at 6 o'clock from Louis-
ville, where he went ten days ago and
was operated upon ac Norton's infirm-
ary by Specialist Dabney for Mlaistoi-
dononty. He believe-, much good wiN
come of the operation and will be
strong enough to conic down into the
city today.
Out Again.
Mr. Ed P. Noble, the banker, and
president of the board of public
works, was able to be out yesterday,
after ar Several days' confinement with
illness.
Operated On.
Word from Peoria, Ill., is that Mr.
Wade Short under ent an operation
there and the docto
recover. He is the
for the furniture f
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)pular salesman
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mother of Mrs
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Fail Carnival
MR. NED STOTEN, OF TH
GREAT PARKER COMPANY
IN THE CITY.
Yesterday He Closed a Contract With
the Paducah Traveling Men's
Carnival Association.
/ifraNied (Staten, of the great Parker
Amusement company, • arrived here
yesterday from Pekin, Ill., and closed
a contract with the executive commit-
tee of the Paducah Traveling Men's
Carnival Association to furisish at-
tractions for the festival to be given
by the drummers of this city the
week commencing September 25th.
The Parker people have four com-
panies out on the road and No. I will
come to this city to show for tire tray
cling men.
Mr. Stoten left the company. which
is at Pekin,. Ill., this week. It goes
through Illinois and Missouri for the-
next few weeks and shows at Mar-
shall, Mo., about the second week in
September. There it a week open
then between that time and the date
they come here, but it will be filled
in before Marshall is reached.
,Mr. Stoten leaves here today _for
Clarksville, Tknn., where he will prob
bly contract to show the week after
!(aving Paducah. Another town in
that vicinity will be played at the
second week following Paducah's fes-
tival, and then the third week his corn
pany is booked for Jackson, Tenn.
The No. I show is the best of the
four out on the road and it bakes 28
especially built cars to tranaport it
over the country. Every car is paints
ed yellow, and the train is known ev-
etywhere as the "Sunflower Special."
The company carries thirteen paid at-
tractions, four free shows, several un-
surpassed bands, its own electric light  
plant, the greatest and most beautiful
feonts on the road, and in fact is
strictly up to date. ,
Mr. Staten is one of the foremost
carnival men in the country and be-
fore entering the business held reapon
slble positions on leading itilaa %papers
Attool
says the, Newt-I),
in publishing taw
becoming a canria
judge.
Gone to Reward
MRS. MARY M"DONALD DIED
AT BIRMINGHAM. KY,
LAST WEEK.
Express Messenger T. H. Cowell Lost
Little Girl by Death—Several
Children Died.
• •
One of the oldest and best kra-arn
lady residents of Western Kentucky
cited last week at Birmingham, Ky.,
she being Mrs. Mary E. McDonald.
the mother of Hrs. H. F. Leming, of
ibis city. She was buried last 'Thurs-
day at the 'Hickory Grove cemetery.
The deceased was 85 years of age
and a most noble Christian lady of
extensive acquaintance and one hdd
in dose love and high estimation.
She was born during 1819 in Trimble
county, Ky, being the daughter of
Colonel James Abbott, a prominent
man of near Campbellsburg, Ky. For
fifty-five years she was a dose com-
municant of tbe Baptist church and
had many Paducah friends who re-
gretted to learn of her death.
Besides her daughter here she left
children of Mrs. Nathan Winters, of
Birmingham Mr. James McDonald,
of 'Hawesville, Ky, and Mr. John Mc
Donald, of Birmingham.
Eugene Graves
ocrat is in error
is considering
te, fee city -police
1
Children Dead
Mitchell, be a-year-old son of Mr.
Thomas Duncan, died at Tyler Sun-
day morning and was buried in the af-
ternoon in Lyon county.
The infant of Mr. Jesse Smith died
Sunday at the family home in Gnu-
hat-twilit, of whooping cough, and was
buried yesterday its the family ceme-
tery.
Cordelia Fay Cowell, aged 20
rhontba, died of whooping coma+ Sun
day afternoon at the family home.
62o South Tenth street. The child was
the daughter of Mr. T. H. Cowell, the
messenger for the American Express
company between here and St. Louis.
The remains were taken yesterday to
Of m wa, Iowa, for burial.
LOCAL NEWS
Ask Your Grocer
For KEVIL'S
ARISTOCRAT ILON1
The Standard Flour of
The World,
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPAINOS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is new open under a new
management for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best accommodations at reasonable rates
Price Bros. & CO.,
DellW11011 Spriggs, Kentucky.
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385—Residence 1696
—Driver John. Austin, of the patrol
wagon, returned Sunday from Hop-
kinsville, where he carried the crazy
negress sent there by Judge Light.-
foot's court Saturday.
—Rev. W. H. Pinkerton goes to
Todd county next week to be gone
two weeks helping in a revival. He
preached Sunday morning here at the
First Christian church to the Knights
of Pythias, who attended in a body.
with full uniform.
—The Evangelical church Sunday
school gives its picnic at Wallace
park tomorrow.
—The Elks building company did
not -meet last night, am the plans if
not yet ready for them.
—Evergreen circle, Woodmen
the World, gave a large dance at
park pavilion last night.
—The Standard 'club entertained its
menabers last night with a charnitng
card party aria dance..
L. S. DuBois, Prest H. C. Overbey, Vice-Prest Was. Hughes, Cashier.
STATEMENT
The Paducah Banking Co.
At Close of Business, lime 30, 1905.
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River Rippling's.
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo, 30.7; faIhrig.
Chattanooga,. aat; rising.
Cincinnati, lob; fairing.
Evsaireille, toll; failing.,
Florenitin 3.2; (army.
Johnsonville, 6.2; falling.
Louisville, 5.6; falling.
Mt- CarTnek, 54; failing.
Nashville, t t. ; rising.
Pittsburg, 5.9; falling.
Davis Island Dam, 6.8; falling.
St. Louis, sift Ilattim.
Mt. Vernon, r-r.z; fatting.
Paducah, 17.x, falling.
Burnside, 2.4; standing.
Carthage, 7.0; visite:.
This morning there Matt out of Ore
Tennessee river the steamer Cl,. : e
She remains until 5 o'clock tomorrow
Afternoon before getting away on bier
return to that ',ream.
The Joe Fowler left yesterday for
Evansville and comes back again ao.
morrow.
The boat today in the Evansville
tradeis the John S. Hopkins.
The Dick Ferieler leaves for Cairo
at ft o'cloateathia morning and cores
trade Zeit. 'She carried a wood-
aired d to Smithland Sunday on
heOnifeursion.
'1%e Bob Dudley left for Clarks-
vi/le yesterday, and coming back to-
morrow morning, leaves at noon
for Nei/0,713e.
The Rees Lee passed up Sunday
hound for Cincinnati from Memphis.,
The Petters Lee gets here today en
route to Memphis from Cincinnati.
The City of Savannah passed up
Sunday morning bound for the Ten-
nessee river from St. Louis. She gets
out of that stream Thursday.
The City of Memphis leaves St.
Lai this sfterocion ad gets here
Thai-Any morning en route to the
Tenneweee river. •
The Lyda has 'been polled out on
tape marine way" for 'repairs.
linke. Fritz, which has been laying
up` here, dropped down to the coat
docks yesterday after feel.
Inspector W. J. McDonald. of
steamboat hulls and boilera, *s re-
signed his position at Nashville,
Teton, and as yet no niece-aloe ass
heen appointed. As the resignation
letaorganized the boaad, which was left
only One member, Inspector
ra there came here yeAterelsy
the Louisville district, Inspector
.. L. Dorsey. to examine the boars
in the local harbor Nkshville
board has its new member chosen.
—A Mall blaze on the roof called
the departments to the home of
James Bulger, at I7to Broad street,
Sunday at noon. The fire wee' ex-
Itiniciaished with marl lose. '
, •
vry.•
g
Court Matters 4 -
WM. DAVIS ARRESTED ON A
WARRAIIT CHARGING
THE??.
Commissioner Cecil Reed Sold Sev-
ens! Pieces of Property—Bell
Telephone Pleat Aug. Lig
,
, ficU Telephone Company.
Special Commies-toner E. W sag-
by advertises today that he will at
noon August 4th, at tile county court
house, *eft tile Pnripk's Independent
Telephone company of this eity, to
'
satisfy the $305e000 mortgage fore-
clbaed in the federal court at Louis-
stile. The plant will be bought irt
by the Paducah Home Telephone.
erimpa ny, that organized for that pur-
pose. Mr. Bagby was selected as
corenniasin• sr to sell by fudge_ Eva
ant, of the ieder ' court.
Assignees/ Sell:
Assignee (Sari Smith, of the Brown
& Shelton cigar and tobacco stock,
will not foes the atecit until some-
time .next month. Aseignee James
Campbell. Jr., of the Henry Grace
stock, is preparing te sell it in a 'few
clays, pursuant to the notice in an-
other voila-tan.
Royal 'Arch Masons.
There will be no titration of Padu-
rah Royal Arch chapter Tuesday,
July I. O. WALKER, H. P.
Vians. Davis, vnhite, was arrested
yesterday by Constable A. C. Shelton
on a warrant gotten out in tke, court
of ,jestiet Richard Barbet Mrs.
Mary Toof, of Rowiandtown, Who ac-
cused Davie of Sealing corn and &p-
oint, from her garden and yard. Da-
vis executed bond for his appearance
before the justice, 'who set the pro-
reeding for trial bombers,* Morning
p o'clock.
Conzniiisioners' Saco
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
yesterday morning at the courthouse
acrid severs) piece* of property. pur-
suant to orders of the eireuit court.
Property was bought for 113.100 by •
Jake Biederman in the suit of Min-
nie Pienien against Minus Carter. In
the ewe care anselher piece at Eighth
and Clark was bought by J. A. Gard-
Der for $1,250. B. B. Linn bought
for Ow a house and lot on South
Sixth street, -in the friendly settle-
ment sulk of I. 0. Walker against
Dorris Walker.
Property on West Broadway was
sold to Reese Pierer for $505, in the
suit of the West End Illiprovement
company against R. r, Caldwell and
others.
Sliampooning. Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by electrical treat-
ments. Body massage, Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, 431 Jefferson
street. •
--Mr. sad Mrs. Let Shenk*. of Hat
tiesburtg, Miss., have A new boy baby
They formerly 'resided bete.
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